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This evaluation is follow-on to the first evaluation conducted in 2004 by the Equipped To 
Survive Foundation in which deficits in self-locating performance in some beacons were 
identified. By and large, the beacons tested in this second evaluation provided an acceptable 
level of performance with regards GPS self-locating performance. All beacons appeared to 
provide the minimum acceptable level of distress alerting and Doppler locating performance 
expected from conventional, non-location protocol 406 MHz emergency beacons. 

Introduction 

 

Sponsors & Participants 
 
The conduct of this evaluation required considerable financial and equipment resources 
beyond that normally available to the Equipped To Survive Foundation. Sponsorship for the 
evaluation was solicited, both of financial assistance and of gifts in kind. 
 
While we again received considerable financial support from the two organizations listed 
below, it was not nearly sufficient to conduct this evaluation. If the evaluation was to be 
conducted, then it was necessary to find other funding sources. After a frustrating and 
unproductive search and with no other viable alternatives, it was decided to solicit the 
manufacturers participating in the evaluation for additional funding necessary to conduct the 
evaluation. It was our determination in consultation with the other financial sponsors and 
stakeholders that the value of the testing for the consumer outweighed any issues of direct 
financial involvement by the manufacturers. They had already participated financially in the 
initial evaluation and would have done so in this second evaluation by underwriting the 
substantial cost of the beacons being tested and their participation at the evaluation. ACR 
Electronics and McMurdo Ltd. contributed $12,600 each to the Equipped To Survive 
Foundation with the funds to be used to underwrite a portion of the cost of the evaluation. 
Without this financial support, this evaluation could not have been conducted. Neither 
company received any additional or special consideration in return for their equal cash 
contribution. 
 
The two independent financial sponsors besides the Equipped To Survive Foundation’s own 
funds were: 
 
West Marine (Watsonville, California, USA – http://www.westmarine.com), a major U.S. 
headquartered, publicly traded marine chandlery chain and purveyor of marine safety 
equipment, both wholesale and retail. In addition, West Marine hosted the testing logistics out 
of their headquarters building, provided test beacons from their warehouse and store shelves, 
provided added logistical support, provided boats and equipment necessary for the marine 
testing, and assigned a number of employees to assist for the duration of the testing, as well 
as additional support both prior to and after the actual field testing.  
 
BoatU.S. Foundation for Boating Safety & Clean Water (Alexandria, Virginia, USA – 
https://www.boatus.com/foundation/), a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization that creates 
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education and outreach campaigns, researches issues and products, and helps boaters and 
user groups learn specific actions they can take to be safer and better stewards of the 
environment while boating. 

 Additional assistance was provided by: 
 

 
Landfall Navigation (Stamford, Connecticut, USA – http://www.landfallnavigation.com) 
provided McMurdo test beacons from their warehouse and store shelves and sent an 
independent observer to the evaluation. 
 
Mr. Carl Ruhne (Santa Cruz, California, USA) donated the use of Willow, a Cal 2-46 ketch, 
as the “mother ship” for the maritime testing, with Carl captaining the Willow for our time 
onboard. 
 
Mr. Chuck Hawley (Santa Cruz, California, USA) donated the use of his 21 ft. RIB 
 
Mr. Bob Simpkins (Santa Cruz, California, USA) donated the use of his 22 ft. RIB 
 
Mr. Peter Forey of Sartech Engineering Ltd (Surrey, United Kingdom – 
http://www.sartech.com) provided the use of two TSR406 406 MHz beacon receivers and 
attended the evaluation as the guest of Equipped To Survive Foundation, assisting in the 
conduct of the evaluation. 
 
Mr. George Lariviere of Whiffletree Corporation (Marshfield, Massachusetts, USA – 
http://www.whiffletreecorp.com) donated the use of two WS Technologies BT100A 406 
Beacon Testers (http://www.wst-inc.ca), and attended the evaluation as a guest of 
Equipped To Survive Foundation to operate the test sets. 
 
Mr. Robert Dubner of Dubner International, Inc. (Westwood, New Jersey, USA – 
http://www.dubner.com) wrote and donated a computer program to seamlessly translate 
and capture the data received by the Sartech TSR406 receivers and GPS receivers and also 
provided donated database engineering and analysis services for the data generated by the 
field testing.  
 
EMS Technologies Emergency Management Products Group (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada - 
http://www.emssatcom.com) provided near real-time access to the COSPAS-SARSAT 
satellite downlink. 
 
Mr. David Shuler of David J. Shuler Yacht Photography (San Diego, California, USA - 
yachtphotography@hotmail.com) donated his professional photography services to 
document the evaluation. 
 
Mr. Rick Lindstrom (Hayward, California, USA) donated his professional videography 
services to document the evaluation. 
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The Protection and Survival Laboratory FAA Civil Aerospace Medical Institute 
(Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA - http://www.cami.jccbi.gov) monitored these activities in 
furtherance of their mission to enhance safety and survival for transport aviation. 
 

 Iridium Satellite, LLC (Arlington, Virginia, USA – http://www.iridium.com) donated the use 
of an Iridium satellite phone and free airtime so that communications could be maintained 
when out of range of cellular phone service. 
 
Roadrunner Fire & Safety Equipment (Glendale, Arizona, USA – 
http://www.roadrunnerfire.com) donated fittings and fire nozzle for use with our water 
pump to generate simulated rainfall. 
 
Stearns, Inc. (Sauk Rapids, Minnesota, USA – http://www.stearnsinc.com) donated 
insulated waterproof waders for use in wading down a creek to place beacons in an 
otherwise inaccessible gorge. 
 
Equipped To Survive Foundation volunteers donated their time and considerable efforts:  
 
Mr. Dave Foster 
Mr. Russ Tatro 
Mr. Steve White 
Mr. Dave Pulver  
 
The Equipped To Survive Foundation also appreciates the cooperation and assistance 
provided by:  
 
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (http://www.sarsat.noaa.gov) 
U.S. Air Force Rescue Coordination Center (http://www2.acc.af.mil/afrcc) 
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Evaluation Limitations and Considerations 
 

As with many evaluations of lifesaving equipment, this one has been subject to limitations 
imposed by financial constraints, time and practical safety considerations.  

 

 
Ideally, it would be desirable to test multiple distress beacons of each model in each 
scenario. The larger sample size would serve to mitigate the effects of a random failure that 
might not be typical. The high cost of the distress beacons made this approach prohibitive. 
 
By the same token, it is generally accepted that lifesaving equipment must be exceptionally 
reliable. Because failure can be fatal, consumers have a reasonable expectation that 
lifesaving equipment will work the first time, every time. Lifesaving equipment failure is not 
considered an option by the consumer. As such, any beacon failure must be considered 
unacceptable and this mitigates the potential adverse effects of testing only a single distress 
beacon of each model in each scenario. 
 
The time necessary to conduct the testing also limited the number of beacons that could be 
tested, as well as the number and scope of the scenarios to be evaluated. Additional time 
also translates to additional financial costs, not only for the evaluators, but also for the 
support personnel and organizations and the manufacturers who participated. The full week 
spent testing was the practical limit, and even then some participants had to cut their 
attendance short.  
 
Ideally, it would be desirable to test the GPS-enabled distress beacons under controlled 
conditions in a GPS simulator to assess the GPS performance of the beacons under a variety 
of identical adverse conditions; however the cost of doing so was beyond the resources 
available to the Equipped To Survive Foundation. 
 
Real world testing introduces numerous variables beyond the control of the evaluator. In the 
case of this evaluation, significant potential variables included weather, sea conditions, and 
GPS satellite visibility. All the manufacturers of the beacons tested signed on as participants, 
implicitly acknowledging that these variables were within accepted norms, and would not 
adversely impact the results if the evaluation were to be conducted in substantial accordance 
with the draft test protocols provided to them. 
 
These distress beacons are meant to be used in extremis, often under the least favorable 
conditions of weather and, in the case of marine use, extreme sea conditions, often the cause 
for their necessary use by survivors. This evaluation was, for both practical and safety 
reasons, limited as to what tested environmental conditions could be experienced. Weather 
conditions were mild. Rainfall or exposure to drenching amounts of water in a marine 
environment was simulated for some scenarios, but was moderate, at worst, compared to 
what might conceivably be experienced under real life-threatening circumstances. Sea 
conditions varied from moderate, but unchallenging, at their worst to virtually dead flat seas at 
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times, as noted in the scenario reports. Any failures must be viewed in this light, but the 
ultimate value of success in these tests must also be tempered by these limitations. 

 
The results presented here are for tests of particular beacons. Readers of this report are 
cautioned that it can be potentially erroneous to extend the self-location results for any 
particular beacon to any beacons not tested unless the combination of GPS chip, software, 
GPS antenna and relationship between the GPS antenna, and transmitting antenna are 
substantially the same due to the complex interactions involved.  

 

 

Disclosures 
 
Doug Ritter, Executive Director of Equipped To Survive Foundation, organizer and director of 
this evaluation and principal author of the report has had an ongoing professional and 
journalistic relationship with most 406 MHz beacon manufacturers for some time, with 
manufacturers providing “dummy” beacons for display and photographic purposes. At various 
industry events, beacon manufacturers’ representatives have treated Mr. Ritter to meals. 
Both ACR Electronics and McMurdo Ltd. have provided PLBs for Mr. Ritter to give away as 
door prizes during non-paid survival equipment presentations promoting 406 MHz PLB usage 
to various consumer groups. Mr. Ritter has, from time to time, recommended beacons from 
all the tested manufacturers to consulting clients and at times the beacons have been 
purchased via his contacts with the manufacturers or a manufacturer’s distributor.  
 
The Equipped To Survive Foundation has in the past received 10% of sales of both ACR and 
McMurdo PLBs made on the GetRescued.net retail web site operated by Pulver 
Technologies, Inc., which also hosts the Equipped To Survive web site.  
 
BoatU.S. Foundation, which made a financial contribution towards the conduct of this 
evaluation, has received price consideration from ACR for beacons purchased for their 
EPIRB rental program.  
 
West Marine, which made a financial contribution towards the conduct of this evaluation, 
provided personnel and resources for the evaluation, and which provided some of the off-the-
shelf beacons for evaluation, has sold both ACR and McMurdo beacons and other products 
produced by these companies. West Marine is an authorized service center for ACR. 
 
Landfall Navigation, which provided some of the off-the-shelf beacons for evaluation and sent 
an observer to the evaluation, has sold both ACR and McMurdo beacons and other products 
produced by these companies.  
 
Both ACR Electronics and McMurdo made an equal financial contribution towards the 
conduct of this evaluation as well as providing replacements for the test beacons. Equipped 
To Survive Foundation was not obligated to either respond or to edit the report, but agreed to 
publish any such response in the report.  
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Executive Summary 

 
This evaluation of 406 MHz Location Protocol 
Emergency Beacons was limited in scope to the 
following two beacon manufacturers; ACR 
Electronics (Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, USA – a 
subsidiary of Cobham PLC, United

 

 Kingdom – 
http://www.acrelectronics.com) and McMurdo Ltd. 
(Portsmouth, United Kingdom – a subsidiary of 
Chemring Group PLC, United Kingdom – 
http://www.mcmurdo.co.uk) who produce beacons 
approved for the U.S. market and which are also sold 
worldwide. This evaluation was primarily concerned 
with the self-locating performance of these beacons 
in real-world conditions and not the beacons’ 
performance vis-à-vis COSPAS-SARSAT or other 
regulatory standards, per se, nor for the most part 
any other specific performance parameters of the 
beacons except those few others specifically 
included. Beacons were divided into types; EPIRB 
(Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon, a 
marine distress beacon) or PLB (Personal Locator 
Beacon for personal use on land or in the maritime 
environment) and by whether they were off-the-shelf 
consumer beacons or a prototype design. All beacons 
tested in this second evaluation use an internal GPS 
source for self-location (the ACR PLBs offer the option of interfacing with an external GPS 
receiver, but we did not test that capability). While no beacon tested performed flawlessly, all 
the beacons appear to provide a reasonable level of self-locating performance, a substantial 
improvement over the first evaluation. All the beacons tested appear to provide the 
minimum acceptable level of distress alerting performance expected from 
conventional, non-location protocol 406 MHz emergency beacons. 

Location Protocol 406 MHz Emergency 
Beacons tested: (clockwise from 12:00) 
McMurdo Precision EPIRB, ACR 
AquaFix PLB-200, ACR Prototype PLB, 
McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLB 

 
The following beacons were tested:  

• ACR Electronics “AquaFix 406 GPS I/O Personal EPIRB” with Integral GPS and option 
external GPS interface, Model PLB-200 (see Note 1 below) 

• ACR Electronics “Prototype based on Model PLB-200 GPS I/O” PLB with Integral GPS 
and option external GPS interface (see Note 2 below) 

• McMurdo Ltd. “Precision 406 MHz GPS EPIRB” (internal GPS), also sold as the “G4 
406 MHz GPS EPIRB”  

• McMurdo Ltd. “Fastfind Plus 406 MHz Personal Location Beacon” or “Fastfind Plus 
406 MHz PLB” (internal GPS) 
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NOTE 1: The ACR “AquaFix 406 GPS I/O Personal EPIRB” is identical with regards 
construction, operation and coding with the ACR TerraFix GPS I/O PLB and AeroFix GPS 
I/O Personal ELT (all of which have the same model number) and the results herein also 
encompass those models as well. 

NOTE 2: The ACR “Prototype based on Model PLB-200 GPS I/O” PLB incorporated 
hardware, software and mechanical differences from the current PLB-200 that ACR 
reports may be incorporated into future production beacons once appropriate approvals 
are obtained. Externally, the beacons appeared identical to the production AquaFix 
beacons tested and were identified with a "P" handwritten in indelible ink on the cover. 

The production ACR beacons were literally off-the-shelf beacons from West Marine stock, 
taken from their warehouse and store shelves. The prototype ACR beacons were shipped 
direct from ACR. 
 
The McMurdo beacons came from a variety of sources. Some beacons were literally off-the-
shelf beacons from West Marine and Landfall Navigation stock, taken from their warehouses 
and store shelves. In addition, owners of beacons that had been upgraded by McMurdo as 
part of the upgrade campaign resulting from the first evaluation were solicited to provide their 
beacons for the evaluation. These beacons had to have been upgraded prior to the 
participation agreement being signed by McMurdo. This solicitation was made via a number 
of online boating and aviation forums and those participating received a new McMurdo 
replacement beacon of the same type as was provided. Equipped To Survive Foundation and 
West Marine covered all shipping expenses. It should be noted that McMurdo was opposed 
to the inclusion of these field upgraded consumer beacons in the evaluation, and requested 
that if we did include them they wanted us to also include ACR beacons from the field as well. 
McMurdo stated that its concerns over the inclusion of consumer owned beacons were 
due to the fact that there could not be any confidence as to the condition of such beacons 
due to possible rough handling, poor storage etc., and it represented a disparity between our 
trials beacons and those from other manufacturers.  
 
The Equipped To Survive Foundations position was that these field upgraded beacons 
represented a uniquely modified and assembled beacon that should be tested. Had we the 
resources to do so, we would have tested a complete set of field upgraded beacons as well 
as off-the-shelf beacons, but that was not possible. Instead, we used some of each. Each 
beacon comes with a frangible seal that indicates if it has been switched on and as long as 
the seal was intact, we could reasonably assume that the beacon had not be used or 
tampered with. We saw no reason to solicit ACR beacons from the field as they were not 
uniquely modified. 
 
It should be noted that in the course of conducting our solicitation for the McMurdo beacons it 
became apparent that not all McMurdo beacon owners were aware of the upgrade campaign, 
despite considerable efforts on McMurdo's part to get the word out. Upgraded beacons can 
be identified by the blue collar with "GPS" printed on it for the Precision 406 GPS EPIRB and 
the text "GPS ANTENNA" and warning on the body of the Fastfind Plus PLB (see images to 
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 North and South America 

right). We encourage anyone with a Precision 
GPS EPIRB or McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLB that 
has not yet been upgraded to contact McMurdo: 
 

Toll Free Telephone: 1-800-576-2605 
Telephone: 561-819 2600 
Email: sales@mcmpw.com 
McMurdo Pains Wessex Inc.  
200 Congress Park Drive 
Suite 102 
Delray Beach 
Florida 33445 
USA  
 
Rest of the World Upgraded McMurdo Location Protocol 

Beacons:  Precision 406 GPS EPIRB (left), 
Fastfind Plus GPS PLB (right) 

Telephone: +44 (0)23 9262 3808 
Email: customerservice@mcmurdo.co.uk 
McMurdo Ltd 
Silver Point 
Airport Service Road 
Portsmouth PO3 5PB 
UK 
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(Please note that the terms “success” and “fail” in these tables refers to the acquisition of a 
GPS-derived location and is not indicative of the alerting performance of the beacons.)  

The evaluation was divided into three distinct phases: Baseline, Maritime, and Inland, with 
the results summarized in the tables that follow:  
 

 
Summary of Baseline Testing 

 
Satellites in view and locked on per Garmin Etrex Legend GPS 
Success or Failure to acquire a GPS location within 35 minutes 
Time to acquisition if location was acquired in minutes:seconds Baseline Scenario Description McMurdo 

Precision EPIRB 
ACR AquaFix 

PLB-200 
PLB 

McMurdo 
Fastfind 

Plus PLB 

ACR 
Prototype 

PLB 
On jetty with expansive sky view and 
horizon 

6 
Success 

2:50 

6 
Success 

1:41 

6 
Success 

2:49 

6 
Success 

1:40 
Relocation to beach with expansive sky 
view and horizon1 

6 
Success 

NA 

6  
Success  

NA 

6 
Success 

NA 

6  
Success  

NA 
On jetty with expansive sky view and 
horizon, sprayed with water to simulate 
moderate rain.2 

6 
Success 

2:49 

 

6 
Success 

3:22 

6 
Success 

8:42 

7 
Success 

4:13 
 

1 For the relocation scenario, the beacons were hand-carried to a new location 400 yards distant to determine if the new location 
was acquired and transmitted at the 20-minute location update cycle.  
2 For PLBs this test served as Baseline Test for Maritime testing as well as actual testing for Inland testing 
 

 
 

Summary of Maritime Testing 
 

Satellites in view and locked on per Garmin Etrex Legend GPS located on boat 
Success or Failure to acquire a GPS location within 35 minutes 
Time to acquisition if location was acquired in minutes:seconds Maritime Scenario 

Description 
Conditions 

Seas, Skies McMurdo 
Precision 

EPIRB 

ACR AquaFix 
PLB-200 

PLB 

McMurdo 
Fastfind 

Plus PLB 

ACR 
Prototype 

PLB 
On aft deck of vessel, 
under mizzen boom 

3-4 ft. swells with 
waves, clear 

6 
Success 

2:37 

7 
Success 

15:58 

8 
Success 

10:05 

6 
Success 

2:33 
In water tethered to 
Rigid Inflatable Boat 

4-6 ft. swells with 
waves, clear 

6 
Success 

6:37 
---- ---- ---- 

In water with 
simulated rain/spray 

2-3 ft. swells with 
waves, overcast 

6 
Success 

15:16 
---- ---- ---- 

Secured on simulated 
swimmer’s vest in 
water 

4-6 ft. swells with 
waves, clear ---- 

6 
Success 

2:10 

6 
Success 

2:50 

6 
Success 

1:52 
Secured on simulated 
swimmer’s vest in 
water with simulated 
rain/spray 

4-6 ft. swells with 
waves, clear ---- 

6 
Success 

1:54 

6 
Success 

10:21 

6 
Success 

3:11 

In 6-person life raft, 
canopy open 

3-4 ft. swells, 
overcast 

6 
Success 

2:49 

6 
Success 

3:22 

8 
Success 

13:02 

6 
Success 

10:56 
In 6-person life raft 
canopy closed 

3-4 ft. swells, 
overcast 

6 
Success 

2:50 

6 
Success 

7:36 

6 
Success 

2:50 

6 
Success 

4:10 
In 6-person life raft 
canopy closed, 
simulated rain 

2-3 ft. swells, 
overcast 

6 
Success 

2:50 

 

6 
Fail  
NA 

6 
Success 

11:12 

6 
Success 

1:41 
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Summary of Inland Testing 
 

Satellites in view and locked on per Garmin Etrex Legend GPS 
Success or Failure to acquire a GPS location within 35 minutes 
Time to acquisition if location was acquired in minutes:seconds Inland Scenario 

Description ACR AquaFix 
PLB-200 

PLB 

McMurdo 
Fastfind 

Plus PLB 

ACR 
Prototype 

PLB 
Small clearing, solid tree 
line 

6 
Success 

3:23 

6 
Success 

2:50 

6 
Success 

1:42 
On jetty with expansive 
sky view and horizon, 
sprayed with water to 
simulate moderate rain. 

6 
Success 

3:22 

6 
Success 

8:42 

7 
Success 

4:13 

Clearing – 3 satellites 
only in view 

3 
Success 

5:01 

3 
Success 

7:52 
NOT TESTED3 

Under forest canopy 2-3 
satellites in view 

2-3 
INVALID TEST1 

NA 

2-3 
INCONCLUSIVE2 

NA 

2-3 
Success 

12:42 
Hidden from GPS 
satellite for initial start-up 
period, cover removed to 
allow GPS acquisition at 
20 minute update 

7 
Success 

6 
Success 

6 
Success 

 

1 Incorrect Beacon Tested – No GPS in the beacon – see "Beacon Test Anomalies" 
2 Due to GPS satellite availability a fair comparison between this beacon's performance and that of the others in 
the same test could not be made. Readers are directed to the full report, Inland Scenario Charlie, page 41, for full 
details. 
3 Beacon not tested due to difficulty establishing 3 GPS satellites consistently, decision by ACR representative 
with concurrence of test principals that since production PLB-200 had acquired, no significant data lost by not 
testing this prototype in this scenario. Readers are directed to the full report, Inland Scenario Bravo, page 
  41, for full details. 
  

 

 
 

Background to the Evaluation 
 
Readers are referred to the Background to the first evaluation for considerable history about 
these sometimes controversial evaluations and detail about the beacons, how they function 
and the COSPAS-SARSAT system which can be found at 
http://www.equipped.org/406_beacon_test_summary.htm#Background. 
 
After the publication of the results of the first evaluation (see 
http://www.equipped.org/406_beacon_test_toc.htm), McMurdo Ltd. (Portsmouth, United 
Kingdom – a subsidiary of Chemring Group PLC, United Kingdom – 
http://www.mcmurdo.co.uk) introduced an upgrade campaign that encouraged owners of 
their GPS-equipped beacons to receive a free upgrade to an improved specification. This 
program was initially offered only in the U.S. McMurdo footed the entire cost of this upgrade. 
McMurdo conducted tests of their upgraded beacons; declaring "McMurdo Precision EPIRB 
and Fastfind Plus PLB Perform 'Faultlessly' In New Tests" (see 
http://www.equipped.org/mcmurdo_test_results_pr.pdf). McMurdo subsequently 
released their report on these tests (see 
http://www.equipped.org/406_beacon_test_mcmurdo.htm#mcmurdotrialsreport). 
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In the meantime, ACR Electronics (Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, USA – a subsidiary of Cobham 
PLC, United Kingdom – http://www.acrelectronics.com) introduced a new PLB, their first 
with integrated GPS, the Model PLB-200.  
 
Equipped To Survive Foundation remained 
convinced that only truly independent testing co
serve consumers’ interests by determining if the 
upgraded McMurdo beacons did, indeed, add
shortcomings that were evident in the first evaluation. 
Moreover, it was felt that the consumer would equally 
benefit from independent testing of the new ACR 
PLB. Together, these two companies comprise nearly 
all of the consumer market for GPS-equipped 406 
MHz beacons in the U.S. and a significant majority of 
consumer GPS-equipped 406 MHz beacons in the 
world. Equipped To Survive Foundation commenced 
on a fund-raising campaign to raise the money to 
conduct such testing, while also soliciting the 
cooperation of the manufacturers. It soon became 
obvious that the Equipped To Survive Foundation 
would not be able to independently raise the funds 
necessary for conducting an evaluation, 
approximately $40,000. Many potential sponsors 
indicated that they felt that the biggest bang for the 
buck had already been provided by the first evaluation 
and were not prepared to further support this work 
within their limited budgets for such activities or would 
do so only at a reduced level. Moreover, internal 
Equipped To Survive Foundation funds were also 
quite limited compared to the previous year.  

uld 

ress the 

Location Protocol 406 MHz Emergency 
Beacons tested: (clockwise from 12:00) 
McMurdo Precision EPIRB, ACR 
AquaFix PLB-200, ACR Prototype PLB, 
McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLB 

 
After consultation with the primary sponsors, legal and non-profit experts, and others it was 
determined that the only way to proceed was to offer the participating manufactures the 
opportunity to contribute to the partial funding of the evaluation on an equitable basis. Failing 
that, no evaluation could be conducted.  
 
After review of the budget and existing funding, a contribution of $6300 per beacon model 
tested was set and an invitation was sent to all beacon manufacturers. Had sufficient interest 
from at least the two major manufacturers not been forthcoming, the evaluation would not 
have been conducted. While initial interest came from a number of manufacturers, after 
months of negotiations only ACR and McMurdo agreed to participate and signed agreements 
outlining requirements and responsibilities of the parties. Both companies would have two 
beacon models tested, ensuring that they each contributed an equal amount to the 
evaluation, an ideal balance.  
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The following beacons were tested:  

 
• ACR Electronics “AquaFix 406 GPS I/O Personal EPIRB” with Integral GPS and option 

external GPS interface, Model PLB-200 (see Note 1 below) 
• ACR Electronics “Prototype based on Model PLB-200 GPS I/O” PLB with Integral GPS 

and option external GPS interface (see Note 2 below) 
• McMurdo Ltd. “Precision 406 MHz GPS EPIRB” (internal GPS), also sold as the “G4 

406 MHz GPS EPIRB”  
• McMurdo Ltd. “Fastfind Plus 406 MHz Personal Location Beacon” or “Fastfind Plus 

406 MHz PLB” (internal GPS) 

NOTE 1: The ACR “AquaFix 406 GPS I/O Personal EPIRB” is identical with regards 
construction, operation and coding with the ACR TerraFix GPS I/O PLB and AeroFix GPS 
I/O Personal ELT (all of which have the same model number) and the results herein also 
encompass those models as well. 

NOTE 2: The ACR “Prototype based on Model PLB-200 GPS I/O” PLB incorporated 
hardware, software and mechanical differences from the current PLB-200 that ACR 
reports may be incorporated into future production beacons once appropriate approvals 
are obtained. Externally, the beacons appeared identical to the production AquaFix 
beacons tested and were identified with a "P" handwritten in indelible ink on the cover. 

The McMurdo beacons came from a variety of sources. Some beacons were literally off-the-
shelf beacons from West Marine and Landfall Navigation stock, taken from their warehouses 
and store shelves. In addition, owners of beacons that had been upgraded by McMurdo as 
part of the upgrade campaign resulting from their poor GPS location performance in the first 
evaluation were solicited to provide their beacons for the evaluation. These beacons had to 
have been upgraded prior to the participation agreement being signed by McMurdo. This 
solicitation was made via a number of online boating and aviation forums and those 
participating received a new McMurdo replacement beacon of the same type as was 
provided. Equipped To Survive Foundation and West Marine covered all shipping expenses. 
It should be noted that McMurdo was opposed to the inclusion of these field upgraded 
consumer beacons in the evaluation, and if we did include them they wanted us to also 
include ACR beacons from the field as well. In the end they agreed to participate knowing 
that it was our intention to do so and to not solicit ACR beacons from consumers. 
 
The Equipped To Survive Foundations position was that these field upgraded beacons 
represented a uniquely modified and assembled beacon that should be tested. Had we the 
resources to do so, we would have tested a complete set of field upgraded beacons as well 
as off-the-shelf beacons, but that was not possible. Instead, we used some of each. Each 
beacon comes with a frangible seal that indicates if it has been switched on and as long as 
the seal was intact, we could reasonably assume that the beacon had not be used or 
tampered with. We saw no reason to solicit ACR beacons from the field as they were not 
modified in any respect. 
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The manufacturers agreed to provide beacons to replace beacons already obtained from 
West Marine, Landfall Navigation and McMurdo customers and sequestered by the 
Foundation, the case with ACR and McMurdo production beacons, or in the case of the ACR 
Prototypes beacons, to provide them for the testing. Nine EPIRBs and 15 PLBs of each 
model to be tested were required. After the evaluation, the tested beacons would be returned 
to the manufacturers. 

 

 
Those manufacturers who elected to participate were offered the opportunity to have up to 
three representatives observe the testing, subject to signing a confidentiality agreement and 
a personal waiver of liability. ACR sent two representatives and McMurdo sent three 
representatives.  
 
Pursuant to the agreements with the manufacturers, just as with the first evaluation and 
report, the manufacturers have received a preview of the draft report and were invited to offer 
a response including comments and corrections, if desired. Equipped To Survive Foundation 
was not obligated to either respond or to edit the report as a result of any comments or 
corrections, but agreed to publish any such response in the report. McMurdo's comments and 
the Equipped To Survive Foundation's response can be found in Appendix 7. ACR's 
comments and the Equipped To Survive Foundation's response can be found in Appendix 8. 
 
Invitations were also sent out to numerous Search and Rescue-related organizations and 
industry.  
 
The U.S. Coast Guard Office of Aviation Engineering authorized the Aviation Life Support 
Equipment Manager and an assistant to participate.  
 
Captain Eric Knott, Director of Training / Commercial and Agency Sales at Landfall 
Navigation, joined us as an independent observer. Landfall Navigation is a dealer for both 
ACR and McMurdo beacons and other products. His independent report is included as 
Appendix 5. 
 
The Equipped To Survive Foundation invited a number of interested parties to observe and 
participate as guests of the Equipped To Survive Foundation.  
 
Mr. Peter Forey of Sartech Engineering Ltd (Surrey, United Kingdom) provided the use of two 
TSR406 406 MHz beacon receivers at both the initial and this second evaluation and also 
served as an “independent observer” to McMurdo’s self-test of their beacons. Forey is a 
dealer for ACR , McMurdo and other beacon manufacturers, as well as a manufacturer of 
beacon replacement batteries and beacon test equipment that are sold to the entire industry. 
 
Mr. George Lariviere of Whiffletree Corporation (Marshfield, Massachusetts, USA), the U.S. 
distributor for WS Technologies, donated the use of two WS Technologies BT100A 406 
Beacon Testers when the manufacturer was unable to participate again this year due to prior 
commitments and was invited to attend to operate the testers. Lariviere has previously 
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worked for a sister company beacon manufacturer to ACR, currently consults for a sister 
company beacon manufacturers to ACR and is a distributor in the U.S. of McMurdo’s non-
survival related marine electronic products.  
 

 
Beacon Test Anomalies 
 
We experienced a number of anomalies in conducting the second evaluation: 
 
1.  One ACR AquaFix I PLB, Model PLB201, 
the model without an integral GPS, was 
included in the test beacons received from 
West Marine. Both the box for the beacon and 
the beacon itself was correctly marked, though 
this marking is only a checkmark in a box on a 
side panel and a small sticker on the end 
panel. Otherwise the box is identical for both 
beacons. We have been unable to ascertain 
how this beacon came to be sent for the 
testing from the store involved or why it was 
not identified as incorrect at the time of receipt, 
but on the sheet provided by West Marine of 
the test beacons received it was incorrectly 
identified as a Model 200. Subsequently, at no 
time during the test protocol assignment by 
Equipped To Survive Foundation personnel, recoding by the ACR engineering representative 
or during activation or re-activation of the beacon was it identified as being the incorrect 
beacon. The question was raised in one instance during this beacon’s testing as to why this 
beacon had a different, light colored face (compared to the other ACR beacons), but the ACR 
representatives’ response was that the color of the face was not an indication of anything in 
particular and may have been a production variance. In fact, it is the most visible difference 
between a PLB-200 and PLB 201, however the face is hidden when the cover is closed and 
the difference is not apparent from outward appearances. Nor was this difference in color in 
these new beacons recognized by Equipped To Survive Foundation attendees. The model 
number is indicated on the data plate on the underside of the beacon. The cover was not 
opened during the assignment phase, but was opened during recoding and activation. The 
end result, as noted in the test results, was an invalid test result for the test in which this 
beacon was used. After the evaluation, ACR took this AquaFix PLB back for analysis of its 
failure to acquire and to report on what they found. Identification of the beacon as a Model 
PLB 201 was made only after the beacon was returned to ACR for investigation of its failure 
to acquire a position. It appears that the error was initiated with the shipment of the incorrect 
beacon from a West Marine retail store, but ultimately the failure to catch this error rests 
solely with those conducting the evaluation. 

ACR Model PLB201 without GPS showing light 
colored faceplate  
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2.  During the test protocol assignment 
process, it was observed that three 
McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLBs appeared 
to have cracks in the case where the 
battery retention screw is located.
determined at that time to avoid 
assigning these beacons to those few 
maritime tests where the beacon would
be subject to immersion and the crac
may have allowed water penetration, 
resulting in a failure. We had no way of 
determining if it would or wouldn’t at the 
time. Since the primary purpose of the 
evaluation was to test the GPS f
this was determined to have been 
inconsequential in the conduct of the tests. The issue of the cracking would be dealt with 
separately from the primary issues of the evaluation. Subsequent inspection with a 
magnifying glass revealed that one of the apparent cracks, the smallest, was only a mark on 
the case, so that only two cases were actually cracked. After the evaluation, McMurdo 
took one of these cracked Fastfind Plus PLBs back for analysis and to report on what they 
found. 

 It was 

 
k 

unction, 

Appendix 6 includes copies of the instructions provided by McMurdo (as referenced 
below) for installation of the battery to prevent over tightening. Both PLBs with cracked case
were from field upgraded beacons sent by customers. Our investigation revealed no known 
instances of abuse of these two beacons, but that necessarily can

Cracked cases of two McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLBs 

s 

not be a definitive finding.  
 
McMurdo reported: 
 

During the inspection of the beacons prior to the trials commencing two Fastfind Plus 
PLBs were observed to have small cracks in the upper part of the case near the 
lanyard retention / battery retaining point. 
 
McMurdo have been unable to replicate the failure mode exhibited by the 2 Fastfind 
Plus PLBs from the ETSF trials and at this time do not have an explanation for them. 
Subsequent examination of a total of 373 PLBs showed no further units with this 
problem. It has been demonstrated that the battery retention screw can be over 
tightened by a factor of 2 or 3 times and no damage occurs to the PLB. McMurdo 
provides guidance on tightening this screw both to consumers and internally within its 
production processes. McMurdo’s conclusion is thus that the design of the PLB is fit 
for purpose and even if the screw is over tightened well beyond McMurdo’s 
recommended torque settings this does not lead to a crack appearing in the outer case 
of the PLB. At this time we are unable to explain how the cracks came about in the 2 
ETSF PLBs and we would recommend that it is worthwhile trying to back track the 
history of these PLBs to see if there is anything unusual about them, particularly in 
terms of any rough handling, dropping or adverse storage conditions. McMurdo has 
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instigated an extra inspection process to check for any future evidence of this problem 
and if further faulty units are found further investigations will be carried out.  
 
A copy of McMurdo’s full evaluation report is included in Appendix 3. 

  
While there is no indication that this is an inherent problem, because McMurdo has been 
unable to determine a cause for the cracked cases we found on Fastfind Plus PLBs and 
because these were field upgraded units, prudence dictates that customers with field 
upgraded beacons should probably inspect their beacon(s) for cracking before further use. 
Since some customers may have purchased their beacons from dealers who had their stock 
upgraded, all owners of Fastfind Plus PLBs with a serial number of 500-530-2524 and lower 
should examine their beacons. McMurdo reports that a few units with serial numbers higher 
than this may also have been field upgraded, so a look by all owners is probably in order. 
McMurdo retains a record of each beacon produced and its history, so if there are any 
questions, you can contact McMurdo.  
 
3.  During the recoding process, one of the McMurdo Fastfind 
Plus PLBs was found to fail the self-test and was determined 
to have a dead battery. McMurdo supplied a replacement 
battery from a spare PLB they had brought, so that the test 
could be conducted. Since the primary purpose of the 
evaluation was to test the GPS function, this was determined 
to have been inconsequential in the conduct of the tests. 
McMurdo retained the failed battery for analysis and to report 
on what they found. They subsequently asked for and 
received the Fastfind Plus PLB to which that battery was 
originally fitted to further their investigation.  
 
McMurdo reported: 
 

One Fastfind Plus PLB was found to have a flat battery 
during the initial beacon recoding exercise before the 
trials began. 

Chris Hoffman (McMurdo 
Director of Engineering) 
checks dead PLB battery 
during recoding session  

Investigations have shown that there was nothing wrong with the PLB or the Battery 
Pack that would explain why the battery was discharged (flat). McMurdo has checked 
its records and can find no evidence of this problem ever having occurred previously. 
The cells within the battery have been returned to the manufacturer for investigation, 
however a report back is not expected for sometime and it is considered unlikely at 
this time that this will reveal any additional facts or information. It is suggested that we 
try and track the history of this beacon to see if this might provide any indication of 
how the battery could have got into this condition. Self testing the beacon prior to 
going on a trip would have shown up this problem and allowed the user to obtain a 
replacement unit.  
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A copy of McMurdo’s full evaluation report is included in Appendix 3. 
 

 

4.  During the recoding process, one of the McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLBs would not accept it’s 
recoding. This beacon was replaced in its assigned test with one of our spare beacons. After 
the evaluation, McMurdo took this Fastfind Plus PLBs back for analysis and to report on what 
they found. 
 
McMurdo reported: 
 

One Fastfind Plus PLB would not program during the initial beacon recoding exercise 
before the trials began. 

 
Investigations indicated that this was due to a dry joint on pin 3 of the membrane 
which is the Anode connection for the IR programming LED. McMurdo believes that 
this was a one off isolated incident due to human error during the upgrade process. 
This problem would not have resulted in failure of the beacon to transmit a distress 
alert in an emergency. McMurdo has modified its internal process instructions and 
inspection procedures as a result of this finding to increase awareness of this problem 
and take extra care in this process in future. It has also advised its partner in the USA 
upgrading the beacons to implement the same tightened controls. All beacons are 
tested prior to leaving the facility to ensure they contain a valid distress message.  
 
A copy of McMurdo’s full evaluation report is included in Appendix 3. 

 
5.  As noted in the test results, one McMurdo Precision 406 EPIRB behaved in an 
unexpected manner during its test, with the strobe light not functioning for some time after 
activation and only providing a location after an unexpectedly and anomalously long period of 
time, though it did eventually generate and transmit a location within the COSPAS-SARSAT 
allotted time. McMurdo retained this EPIRB for analysis and to report on what they found. 
 
McMurdo reported: 
 

During the sea trials one Precision EPIRB took longer than expected to start 
transmitting once it was placed in the sea. 

 
Investigation of this EPIRB could not find any fault with the unit. The sea water 
contacts on the EPIRB and the battery inside the EPIRB both operated normally and 
no problems were found with the EPIRB. It can only be surmised that somehow a low 
level of contamination (a very fine film of grease maybe) got onto one or both of the 
sea water switch contacts of this EPIRB before the trial and this caused the delayed 
activation seen during the trial. The sea water switch contacts on the EPIRB were 
examined when the unit was first received back at the factory but no obvious signs of 
contamination were evident. It is further surmised that the intermittent activation seen 
during the first 10 minutes was due to this film and that movement of the EPIRB in the 
sea was then sufficient to break through this barrier after 10 minutes which thus then 
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activated the EPIRB. Although there was a slight delay the beacon did work as 
intended and would have sent a distress alert in a real emergency.  
 
A copy of McMurdo’s full evaluation report is included in Appendix 3. 

  
5.  During the Inland Scenario Golf testing of the ACR AquaFix PLB, two invalid tests were 
experienced before a valid and successful test was conducted. On the first invalid test, the 
beacon was incorrectly turned off approximately 1.5 minutes earlier than it should have been. 
On the next attempt, a spare beacon was uncovered prematurely due to incorrect GPS 
receiver timing information provided by the ACR engineering representative. Subsequently, 
the correct timing sequence was determined and as a result of canceling one of the tests, 
allowing the availability of another test beacon, this Inland Scenario Golf test was run again 
and the beacon received a position as reported in the test results. 
 
6.  ACR requested they receive the AquaFix PLB that failed to acquire a position during the 
Maritime Scenario Foxtrot test (in a retest on the Baseline Scenario Alpha jetty location it 
acquired a location in 1:42) for analysis and to report on what they found and it was shipped 
to them. 
 
ACR reported: 

 
We’ve analyzed unit #61 that did not acquire inside a life raft while the raft was 
subjected to water spray. Our findings are as follows: 
 
The unit, SN #61, manufactured March 2005, programmed test protocol, with HEX ID: 
2DDC64807AFFBFF has a GPS receiver with sensitivity measured at 4dB worse than 
normal. This reduced sensitivity could easily explain why it would struggle under 
certain adverse conditions to acquire a GPS position lock. 
 
Doug, the potential for using receivers with marginal sensitivity is something we 
observed last year, (I believe you and I have talked about this previously, perhaps at 
RTCM?). What we’ve learned is that in every production lot the sensitivity of the 
receivers follows a traditional Bell curve with the majority of units clustering near the 
nominal and with a few units performing at the fringes. This is unavoidable without an 
effective screening mechanism. It would appear that of all the (ACR) GPS enabled 
EPIRBs and PLBs you’ve obtained on the market in your first test and now in this 
second test that this is the first marginal receiver you’ve come across. 
 
Having discovered this issue, we have addressed it by buying a GPS simulator in April 
2005 in order to have the ability to measure GPS receiver performance. We require 
that our GPS receiver suppliers provide us with units that meet our performance 
specification. With our GPS simulator we can test/measure/screen units to insure that 
they meet our performance specs. We can say with confidence that the units we’ve 
built since late-April/early-May time frame fall within a much tighter performance 
specification than what GPS vendors typically provide to their customers. To our 
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knowledge we are the only 406 Beacon manufacturer supplying units to the 
recreational market that has invested in GPS simulator technology and that has the 
ability to screen receivers to insure their performance capability. 
 

 A further comment: we are working with GPS receiver manufacturers, providing them 
with our test data and unique performance requirements, to upgrade the quality of 
GPS receivers that we purchase. We now have prototype receivers that are better 
than any we’ve found in the general market. These prototype GPS receivers were 
used in the prototype beacons in your recent test. I’m sure we’ll be commenting more 
on their performance once we receive your report.  
 
Bottom line: The issue of GPS performance is one we take very seriously at ACR and 
have since day one. It is not something we take for granted nor have we accepted the 
status quo. We continue to lead the industry by identifying issues and solving them 
before they become known to others. 
 
Paul Hardin 
ACR Electronics 

 

Beacon Descriptions 
The following pages include copies of the manufacturers’ sales materials for the beacons 
tested: 
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Field Tests 
  

Evaluation Development, Conduct, and Methodology 
 
Beacons for the test were shipped to West Marine’s Chuck Hawley and logged in by an 
assistant. Each beacon was given a unique tracking ID number that was imprinted on a 
adhesive label and adhered to the beacon. The source of the beacon was recorded and the 
beacons sequestered in a secure area. For field-upgraded McMurdo beacons secured from 
customers, a replacement beacon was sent upon confirmation that the beacon was correct 
and that the witness seal was intact.  
  
On the Saturday prior to the field tests, Ritter, West Marine representatives and Equipped To 
Survive volunteers met at West Marine. Beacons were unpacked, randomly selected, and 
assigned to a particular test scenario, except that field-upgraded McMurdo beacons were not 
assigned to any baseline tests to ensure that the limited supply would be used for the “real 
world” testing. The Beacon I.D. of every beacon to be used in the testing was recorded from 
the label on the beacon. Each beacon was then labeled with its assigned scenario for quick 
identification at the test site. EPIRBs were labeled using waterproof tape applied to the body 
of the beacon. PLBs were labeled using a waterproof plastic tag secured to the beacon with a 
plastic cable tie. Each Beacon I.D., manufacturer, model, and assigned scenario was 
recorded on Data Sheets that would be used to manually record data during each scenario, 
as well as on a master list. 
 
All Data Sheets were laser printed on Rite-In-The-Rain brand waterproof paper and were 
filled out with indelible ink due to the wet conditions that might be experienced during the 
testing. After this, each beacon was placed into a lockable bin secured with two padlocks. 
The only keys to the padlocks were retained by Ritter and the primary Equipped To Survive 
Foundation volunteer. Within each bin, beacons were segregated by test scenario with 
dividers. The bins of beacons were themselves labeled with the scenarios for the beacons 
they contained. At the end of the day, the bins were loaded into the rented delivery cargo van 
along with the rest of the equipment and supplies for the testing, and the door was padlocked 
with the only keys retained by Ritter and the primary Equipped To Survive Foundation 
volunteer. Bins were unlocked for removal of beacons for particular scenarios, then locked up 
again for security or were in full view of the participants and witnesses if unlocked for any 
longer period of time. 
 
On Sunday prior to the field test, a full test was conducted of the data gathering equipment. 
In order to ensure commonality of all the data recorded, all Equipped To Survive recorded 
time data was recorded as UTC (Universal Coordinated Time, still commonly referred to as 
GMT, Greenwich Mean Time) with time synchronized using the time supplied from the GPS 
receivers. 
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Multiple sources for receiving and recording locally 
the 406 MHz beacon transmissions were used in 
order to ensure back-up capability.  

Sartech TSR406 receivers hooked up to 
Toughbook computers. Doug Ritter, left, 
with ETS Foundation volunteer Russ Tatro. 

 
Sartech Engineering Ltd (UK) provided two model 
TSR406 406 MHz receivers. These each included 
an antenna with attached coaxial lead and 
connectors to make up a 12-volt power cord and a 
serial cable to connect to a computer. While 
recording software was provided, it did not meet our 
needs. The receivers output via a serial cable the 
30-character hexadecimal code the beacon is 
transmitting. Three Panasonic CF-28 Toughbook 
computers were acquired via Ebay for the field 
testing, one for each tester and one held in 
reserve. The Sartech receivers were hooked up to 
these Toughbooks. 
 
Bob Dubner of Dubner International wrote an update to his original data acquisition program 
from the first evaluation (BDC) that took the serial output from the receiver and translated it 
into plain English so that the Beacon ID and any GPS-derived location information 
transmitted could be read. This was displayed in real time on the computer display upon 
receipt of each data burst from a beacon, and was saved to diskette and to the hard drive. 
Also saved with this information was a date and time stamp from the computer, operator-
inputted scenario information and any added comments inputted into the comment field.  
 
In addition, each computer was also 
connected to the serial NMEA 
output from a GPS receiver (G
GPSMAP 296 with remote active 
antenna and GPSMAP 76) using a 
50 foot serial cable and serial to 
USB adapter. Dubner’s BDC 
program converted this data to a 
real time graphic display showing 
the relative location of the GPS 
satellites in view, their approximat
power levels and the actual GPS 
location duplicating the format found
on the Garmin receivers as well as 
the HDOP (horizontal dilution of 
precision) of the GPS constellation. 
This information was recorded every 
5 seconds during data acquisition.    Dubner's Beacon Decoder Program with GPS interface 
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Also incorporated into the BDC program was a timer that was manually activated upon initial 
activation of the beacon and which would then record elapsed time for each data burst from 
the beacon, providing the total elapsed time from start until a GPS derived location was 
transmitted. Finally, on each reset, the computer automatically reset the clock to UTC time 
based on the data input from the attached GPS receiver, no human intervention was required 
to set the time, ensuring that each computer clock was identical. 

 

 
During the Maritime phase of the testing, the assigned operator’s bout of seasickness 
resulted in some operator inputted scenario information to be in error, but accurate time 
stamps allowed the data to be properly integrated. 
 
Because the computers’ batteries would not last for an entire day of testing, a man-portable 
Honda EU1000i Generator/Inverter was used. This provided both 120-volt power for the 
computers and to charge camera batteries. 12-volt power for the Sartech receivers was 
provided by a West Marine portable battery pack that was recharged each night. 
 
For the terrestrial testing, the antennas were attached to a telescoping aluminum pole that 
provided adequate elevation, approximately 7-8 feet, for good reception under all testing 
conditions. For the maritime testing the antennas were secured to the mizzenmast. In testing 
prior to the evaluation we were able to receive a 406 MHz signal from over ¼ mile away. 
 
Wiffletree Corporation provided two WS Technologies Inc. (Canada) Model BT100A 406 
Beacon Testers. These provided essentially all the functionality, as well as added data 
parameters, of the aforementioned Sartech receivers and computers together, integrated into 
a handheld Dell Personal Digital Assistant. The built-in antenna had a range of 10 meters. 
Unlike last year, we were not able to secure a remote antenna which would have provided a 
range of approximately 50 meters, so we had to improvise to ensure that the tester could be 
in close proximity to the beacon in the water for the marine testing. A second RIB was 
enlisted to carry these testers. These units recorded data on Secure Digital memory cards 
and this data was then later transferred to a computer. Each data burst resulted in an HTML 
page of formatted data, saved with its date and time stamp. File names were coded to 
provide scenario, manufacturer, and model of the beacon and receiver I.D.  
 
Dubner wrote a program that extracted the data from the thousands of HTML files and 
combined it with the date and time stamp and the decoded file name to output to a results 
database with fields equivalent to the other data recorded. Due to operator and software 
issues, time stamps were not reliably consistent with UTC time recorded by the other data 
collection methods, however this data did generally provide accurate elapsed time and 
beacon ID information that allowed for effective back-up for our other data collection 
methods.  
 
The Equipped To Survive Foundation provided the GPS receiver that served as the standard 
reference beacon. This was a Garmin model eTrex Legend (WAAS enabled) which was 
selected because 1) it is a WASS-enabled mid-range member of the most popular moderate-
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priced portable handheld GPS line sold in the U.S.; 2) it is the model GPS used as reference 
for the Key West Test 

 
As a back-up to the data recorded by the BDC program, we 
manually recorded the number of satellites being received 
by the GPS and their signal strength using a water-resistant 
Olympus Stylus 300 digital camera to photograph the GPS 
display. The water-resistant camera could be safely taken 
on board the life raft during those maritime scenarios, 
without risk of damage. The camera also saved in the 
individual image metadata files the date and time the im
was taken. While the camera has the capability to display
the date and time stamp in the image itself, it was decided 
not to display this data due to the possibility that it might 
obscure critical data in the image. A back-up Canon 
PowerShot SD300 Digital Elph camera in a waterproof 
enclosure was available as back-up to the Olympu

 

age 
 

s, if 
eeded.  

d 

hat 
ould be manually integrated into the results database.  

To 
s 

r own digital video and photographs and these were 

 in 
 been taken from these 

hotographs.  

ed to 

ea 

st 

 

ites, 
ngth, lock-on and 

location. 

Reference Garmin Etrex Legend 
GPS showing typical image 
recorded showing GPS satell
signal stre

n
 
For data reduction purposes, these images could be printe
out with this included metadata date and time stamp as a 
caption using the “contact sheet” production capability of 
ACDsystems’ ACDSee software to produce a reference t
c
 
A candid digital photographic and digital video record of all beacon tests by the Equipped 
Survive Foundation professional photographer and videographer, including preparation
involving the beacons, was made for documentary purposes. In addition, a number of 
participants and observers also took thei
made available to Equipped To Survive 
Foundation by prior agreement. Images
this report have

ACR representatives recoding their beacons. 

p
 
On the morning of July 11, the off-the-shelf 
and field-upgraded beacons were recod
test protocol coding by their respective 
manufacturers’ representatives in the S
Cliff Hotel Sea View room, while being 
witnessed by all observers and participants. 
The beacons were recoded to IDs from a li
previously supplied by the manufacturers, 
which had been sent to NOAA 60 days prior 
pursuant to their rules. This allowed NOAA to
ensure that no actual alerts would be issued 
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and that their software would record the data received from these test protocol coded 
beacons, which would otherwise be ignored by the system. The pro

 
 
After all the beacons were r

totype beacons from ACR 
ere already test protocol coded and did not have to be recoded.  

ecoded they were locked up again in their respective totes for 
ansport to the test sites.  

g 

n 
s 

 beacons 

ower, the only way to ensure a cold start is to use a fresh, un-activated beacon 
r each test. 

 
m an 

 the 
gh to one manufacturer’s facility that it theoretically could have 

fluenced the results.  

ites 
n the first evaluation to retain commonality and provide some 

egree of comparability.  

riety 

s from the first evaluation 
ere eliminated that weren't specifically GPS performance related.  

see 

w

tr
 
Multiple beacons were required of each model to ensure that each test beacon started on 
equal terms, from what is known as a “cold start.” This is based on the assumption that the 
beacon will likely not have been activated prior to use and thus will have no GPS information, 
ephemeris data or the almanac in memory, which could possibly shorten the time to acquirin
a location. Before the GPS can derive a location, it must download from the satellite certain 
data. This takes a period of time and can theoretically significantly impact time to acquisitio
and even if acquisition is successfully accomplished in the time available. If that data ha
already been downloaded and held in a memory, it is likely that the GPS will acquire a 
location faster or acquire when it might not otherwise. Manufacturers claim that their
do not retain this data after being shut off, but as there is no practical way for us to 
independently confirm this, and there are technically ways in which it could be accomplished 
even with no p
fo
 
Because ephemeris data is location- and time-dependent, we ensured that the test location 
was thousands of miles away from the factory or importer of the beacons to ensure that even
if the beacons acquired and maintained in memory the ephemeris or almanac data fro
original functional test, it would not be current and would need to be reacquired upon 
activation. Again, this was not expected to be an issue for a variety of practical reasons, 
including the extended time interval between when the manufacturer had possession of the 
beacons and the test, but this was an matter raised at the original Key West Test where
location was close enou
in
 
The field testing was conducted in and around Santa Cruz, California, USA. The same s
were used as were used i
d
 
The draft field test protocols for this evaluation were initially based on those used in the Key 
West Test. They were then refined and additional tests added based on input from a va
of industry and government sources and the results of the laboratory tests. Only minor 
revisions based on experience at the first evaluation were made to the test protocols for the 
second evaluation, none of these of a substantive nature. Some test
w
 
For each scenario the following procedure was specified in the original test protocols (
Appendix 1). They were modified in the field as noted in accordance with the original 
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rotocols, which also provided for “test protocols subject to revision with concurrence of 

. Perform beacon self-test in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions, note 
 any a
 

o 
th sets of local receivers were properly receiving the beacon’s 

transmission. In almost all the tests, the GEO satellites also received this self-test 

1. Deactivate beacon once it is confirmed that GPS location has been transmitted and 
beacon
 

d 

eing 
ad 

 
e 

ed off prior to 35 
inutes if it was agreed that the GPS receiver had gone to sleep and any further time 

w

 the services 

p
sponsors.” 
 
5

nomalies.  

Some beacons had their self-test activated 2 or 3 times prior to beacon activation t
confirm that bo

transmission. 
 
1

 has gone to “sleep” or after 35 minutes, whichever occurs first. 

The beacons were left on for approximately five minutes after a GPS location encode
transmission was initially transmitted as indicated on our test receivers. This allowed 
the Geosynchronous Satellite to receive at least five bursts of data with the location 
information, just in case there was an anomaly that prevented the first burst from b
received. We did have numerous examples where the first transmission received h
an anomaly and provided only the coarse location. If a beacon did not transmit a 
location, the plan was that it be left on for the maximum 35 minutes, based on the 
COSPAS-SARSAT requirement that the internal navigation device provide valid data
within 30 minutes (COSPAS-SARSAT T.001 section 4.5.5.3), and allowing for som
additional leeway to compensate for any timing or other issues. In some cases with 
approval of the manufacturer's representative a beacon was turn
m
on would be useless since the GPS receiver 
 
An attempt was made to utilize
offered by EMS Technologies Emergency 
Management Products Group 
(

as not operating. 

http://www.emssatcom.com) to monitor in 
near real time the receipt of the beacon 
transmissions to the satellites and back 
down to the Local User Terminal (LUT) 
ground stations using their independent 
GEOLUT. This would theoretically be 
equivalent to having access to NOAA's 
downlink data immediately. Due to short 
notice, however, it was not possible for them 
to attend with their remote satellite terminal, 
so we had to work via cell phone and Iridium 
satellite phone link through a company intermediary, himself communicating with their 
Canadian satellite communications facility. This communications link was at times 
troublesome such that this capability proved to be not quite as useful as it might have 

Doug Ritter on Iridium Satellite phone, 
communicating with EMS Technologies 
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otherwise been. The missed beacon transmissions in Inland Scenario Delta might 
have been able to be troubleshot at the time if we had their satellite terminal on site o
had not the communi

 irrecoverable and valuable information on both beacons and the system can be lost.  
 

To maintain consistency, accuracy and ensure independent recording of manually recorded 
data, all of the hand-written data recording was accomplished by a single West Marine 
representative. All data was recorded using a pen with waterproof inde

r 
cations issues and delays inherent in the chain of 

ommunications. As noted in the Recommendations, once missed, this data is 

lible ink. The data 
heets were stored in the integral storage space within the provided clipboard maintained in 

ntional operating 
onditions was the primary purpose of the test. Dubner decoded the GEOLUT and LEOLUT 

nce 
ere only partially effective. For some of the at sea tests the manually 

corded back-up timing data or WS Technologies receiver data was relied upon for the 

e 
tty location with a full view of the sky. All the functional beacons so 

sted acquired a location at the earliest possible opportunity, indicating that their GPS 

 
ons were 

cted 

l 
 

formance on a consistent 
basis would not be considered an anomaly, and would be dealt with in the overall context of 
the evaluation. In this evaluation, this did not become a factor. 

c

s
the possession of the recorder, and kept overnight in secure storage. 
 
Test results recorded locally during the test were supplemented by beacon message data 
provided by NOAA. This supplementary GEOLUT data was primarily used to provide 
confirmation of locally recorded data, and to confirm acquisition of the data by the satellite. 
LEOLUT data was used for determining performance of beacons in those scenarios where 
integrated system performance relying upon Doppler location in unconve
c
data received from NOAA and incorporated it into the results database. 
 
During the at sea tests, interference from some local unidentified RF source produced large 
quantities of false data via the SARTECH receivers. Attempts at filtering out this interfere
the second day at sea w
re
results presented here. 
 
Beacons that failed to acquire a location during a test, were retested on the last day in th
Baseline Scenario Alpha je
te
receiver was functioning.  
 
As a standard practice, tested devices are retained until well after publication of the report of 
an evaluation to ensure they are available in case of a challenge to the published results, or if
questions arise regarding the devices tested. As previously noted, a number of beac
returned to their respective manufacturers for failure analysis. These beacons were sele
for exceptional treatment in this regard because their failure was an anomaly, their 
performance inconsistent with the overall performance of that model beacon in the ful
evaluation. As such and because such performance anomalies are, in the experience of the
authors, most often caused by production or assembly errors that can and should be 
corrected at the earliest opportunity, considering the life-threatening potential such failures 
can cause, an exception is made to standard practice. Poor per
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Field Tests Schedule and Sequence 

 The original filed test schedule can be found in 
 

Appendix 2. The field tests and operations 
were conducted in the following sequence: 
 
July 9 
 
Unpack all equipment and test for function. 
Unpack, record and label all beacons. 
 
July 10 
 
Install test sets and equipment on board SV 
Willow and test for function. 
Install gasoline-powered water pump and lines 

 RIB and test for function. 

uly 11 

entiality agreements and 

arlie 
land Scenario Golf 

uly 12 

ie 

aritime Scenario Hotel 

uly 13 

etest of McMurdo EPIRB Maritime Scenario Bravo 

 McMurdo representatives 
recode their beacons. 

in
 
J
 
Kick-off Meeting  
Signing of confid
liability waivers 
Recoding of beacons  
Baseline Scenario Alpha 
Baseline Scenario Bravo 
Baseline Scenario Ch
In
 
J Doug Ritter looks on as
 
Maritime Scenario Alpha 
Maritime Scenario Bravo 
Maritime Scenario Charl
Maritime Scenario Golf 
M
 
J
 
Maritime Scenario Delta 
Maritime Scenario Echo 
Maritime Scenario Foxtrot 
R
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J

 Inland Scenario Bravo 

uly 14 

 

land Scenario Foxtrot conducted concurrently. 

uly 15 

(Baseline Alpha style test) of beacons that did not get a GPS position in the 

Retest of ACR PLB-200 Inland Scenario Golf. 

ield Tests Attendee List 

tion 

 

S 

 

pher 
 

 

IB - ETS Foundation Volunteer 

ics 

evin Robertson – McMurdo 
 

types used in the Key West Test. The inland and maritime tests are considered the real-world 

 
Inland Scenario Delta 
Inland Scenario Charlie

In
 
J
 
Baseline “Zulu” 
original testing 

F
 
Doug Ritter – ETS Founda
Anne Sell – West Marine 
Chuck Hawley – West Marine
Denis Inman – West Marine 
Phil Cowley – West Marine 
Capt. Eric Knott – Landfall Navigation 
George Lariviere, Wiffletree – Guest of ET
Peter Forey, SARTECH – Guest of ETS 
MCPO Joseph Flythe – U.S. Coast Guard 
SCPO Erik Forsland – U.S. Coast Guard  
David Shuler – ETS Foundation Photographer
Andy Lindstrom – ETS Foundation Volunteer 
Rick Lindstrom – ETS Foundation Videogra
Dave Foster – ETS Foundation Volunteer
Russ Tatro – ETS Foundation Volunteer
Sue Ritter – ETS Foundation Volunteer 
Carl Ruhne – SV Willow - ETS Foundation Volunteer- 
Bob Simpkins – Protector R
Bill Cox – ACR Electronics 
Mike Griffen – ACR Electron
Chris Hoffman – McMurdo 
Neil Galbraith – McMurdo 
K

Field Test Results 
What follows is a summary of the field test results. The field tests were separated into three 
fundamental types: Baseline, Inland, and Maritime. These were in line with the same basic 
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tests. These represented simulation of use of the beacons in the natural environment under 
conditions that survivors might likely use them.  

 
We do not consider the baseline tests to be appropriate to be combined in any statistical 
manner with the real-world scenarios, with the possible exception of Baseline Scenario 
Charlie (see following section). They were done to provide a baseline of performance under 
virtually ideal conditions, establishing a norm from which variation could be measured. It was 
anticipated that because of the nearly ideal conditions the beacons would all perform to 
COSPAS-SARSAT standards or better for these baseline tests.  

 

 

Baseline Scenarios 
 
The original Baseline test protocols that 
served as the basis for the actual tests 
are included in italics. Any variances from 
the scenario outlined are reviewed in the 
individual scenario results. 

Baseline Scenario Alpha  
 

Individual Beacon Test (PLB and 
EPIRB). Cold Start. Activate one 
beacon of each model sequentially 
in an open area at the test site, 
ensuring a clear line-of-sight to 
GOES East / West and no less 
than 6 available GPS satellites. 

Baseline Scenario Alpha –  Doug Ritter preparing to 
activate ACR PLB-200, manual recording of GPS 
location and time, WS Technologies  BT100A 
receiver operators on rocks below. 

 
The location of the Baseline Scenarios Alpha and Charlie tests was selected for having a full 
sky view and a horizon that was for the most part uninterrupted over most of the 
circumference of the site. The location was a jetty at the Santa Cruz Harbor entrance. Fully 
220 degrees (approximately) of the horizon were uninterrupted ocean (Monterey Bay). An 
additional 50 degrees (approximately) was Twin Lakes State Beach on both sides and 20 
degrees (approximately) was the open harbor itself. The remaining horizon was about 300 
yards at the closest point running back sharply from there, an approximately 15-20 ft high cliff 
with personal residences on top. 
  
The location of the Baseline Bravo relocation point was approximately 400 yards East on the 
beach with similar sky view but somewhat more restricted horizon except somewhat closer to 
the cliff and without the open harbor. Satellite visibility was comparable to the Baseline Alpha 
location. 
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Baseline Alpha 

 

Beacon Sats in 
View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

6  20:50:22  N36°57'69.5" 
W122°00'09.8" 

 20:52:03 1:41 N36°57'48" 
W122°00'12" 

Yes 
 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6  18:38:30  N36°57'69.5" 
W122°00'09.8" 

 18:40:10 1:40 N36°57'48" 
W122°00'12" 

Yes 
 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6  19:32:33  N36°57'69.5" 
W122°00'09.8" 

 19:35:22 2:49 N36°57'48" 
W122°00'08" 

Yes 
 

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

6 21:27:10  N36°57'69.5" 
W122°00'09.8" 

21:30:00 2:50 N36°57'40" 
W122°00'08" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
 

 

Baseline Scenario Bravo.  
 

Updated Position Test (PLB and 
EPIRB). Beacons activated in Phase 
1 will be transported while still active 
to an open area that is at least 300 
meters from site in Phase 1, to 
check the “update” capability. The 
beacons will remain active until the 
updated position is observed to be 
transmitted, or 30 minutes has 
elapsed once the beacon is at the 
new site.  
 

Baseline Bravo tested the beacon’s ability 
to update its location when moved or relocated. In an actual survival situation this is most 
likely in a maritime environment where wind, waves and current can cause a significant 
movement over time. The integral GPS beacons are limited to updating their location every 
20 minutes, so each beacon was moved to the new location immediately after they 
completed Baseline Alpha so that they were in place at the new location well before the 20-
minute point was reached. Transit time was approximately 10 minutes with the beacon held 
with the antenna vertical while in transit. 

Baseline Bravo relocated McMurdo Fasfind Plus 
PLB looking back towards Baseline Alpha location 
on jetty 
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   Baseline Bravo 

 

Beacon Sats 
in 

View1 

Revised 
Location 

Data Sent2  

Time 
Delta 

GEOS 
Updated Location 

Received  
ACR PLB-
200 PLB 

 
6 21:13:44 23:22 Yes 

ACR 
Prototype 
PLB 

6 19:02:01 23:31 Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6 19:54:37 22:04 Yes 

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

6 21:51:45 24:35 Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 
2 All times UTC  
 

 

Baseline Scenario Charlie.  
 

While being sprayed with water to 
simulate heavy rainfall, activate one 
beacon (PLB and EPIRB) of each 
model sequentially in an open area at 
the test site, ensuring a clear line-of-
sight to GOES East / West and no 
less than 6 available GPS satellites. 
  

Scenario Baseline Charlie was to determine 
what effect rain or a similar drenching would 
have on acquisition of a location, a person 
trapped in a river under a waterfall where 
there is a constant drenching with water, for 
example. Because this scenario might be a 
real-world inland scenario with regards the 
PLBs, for purposes of statistical analysis we 
have included the Baseline Scenario Charlie 
tests of PLBs with the Inland results. 

Baseline Scenario Charlie – Simulated rain on 
ACR Prototype PLB 

 
The RIB with water pump and an attached fire hose was located in the harbor channel 
adjacent to the jetty and a rescue swimmer used the hose to maintain a stream of water over 
the beacons that were set up on the edge of the jetty.  
 
The use of saltwater to simulate rain was determined to be valid for our purposes as the 
primary purpose was to assess the effect on reception of the GPS signals and there is not a 
significant difference in attenuation of this signal between fresh and salt water. 
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Baseline Charlie 

 

Beacon Sats 
in 

View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

6 22:25:56  N36°57'41.7" 
W122°00'09.8"’ 

 22:29:18 3:22 N36°57'44" 
W122°00'12" 

Yes 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

7  22:47:20  N36°57'41.7" 
W122°00'09.8" 

 22:51:33 4:13 N36°57'44" 
W122°00'12" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6  23:03:30  N36°57'41.7" 
W122°00'09.8" 

 23:12:12 8:42 N36°57'44" 
W122°00'08" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

6 22:10:47  N36°57'41.7" 
W122°00'09.8" 

22:13:36 2:49 N36°57'44" 
W122°00'08" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
 

 

Inland Scenarios 
 
The inland scenarios were designed to progressively increase the difficulty for the PLBs to 
obtain a GPS location by reduction in sky view and reduced horizon, thereby reducing the 
number of satellites visible to the beacons. This included scenarios where there were less 
than the three satellites, minimum, required for a 2-D GPS location showing on the Garmin 
eTrex, but where an adequate number of satellites were visible to the better-performing GPS 
receivers on hand, allowing a location to be acquired.  
 
Time limits and difficulty obtaining fine differences in satellite visibility in the available natural 
conditions combined to reduce the evaluation’s ability to define the point of demarcation 
between the likelihood that a particular beacon would acquire a location and when it would 
not based solely on satellite visibility under obscured overhead conditions. This does not 
adversely impact the overall conclusions, particularly when viewed in combination with the 
Baseline and Maritime testing results and in context of the Key West Test results, but does 
limit the conclusions that can be made vis-à-vis a particular beacon’s susceptibility to 
marginal satellite visibility due to overhead obstructions, such as a forest canopy.  
 
The original Inland test protocols that served as the basis for the actual tests are included in 
italics. Any variances from the scenario outlined are reviewed in the individual scenario 
results. 

Inland Scenario Alpha  
 

Activate each PLB model in an area with minimal obstructions (e.g., an open area with 
few trees and a surrounding tree line at least 25 meters away, but not more than 50 
meters away to simulate operation in a typical moderate size forest clearing.), so that 
there is not a significant obstruction to the GPS satellites (at least 5 satellites visible as 
determined by handheld GPS).  
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Inland Scenario Delta 
 

 

Activate each PLB model in an area 
with minimal overhead obstructions 
(e.g., an open area with few trees 
and a surrounding tree line at least 
10 meters away, but not more than 
15 meters away to simulate 
operation in a typical small forest 
clearing.), so that there is not a 
significant obstruction to the GPS 
satellites (at least 5 satellites visible 
as determined by handheld GPS). 

 
Inland Scenarios Alpha and Delta 
represented use of the beacons in 
circumstances where it was felt that anyone 
familiar with typical GPS performance 
would normally expect the beacon to obtain and transmit a location, a clearing in a forest with 
a clear sky view overhead, but a restricted horizon due to the tree line.  

Inland Scenario Delta small clearing location 

 
Inland Scenario Alpha was canceled by mutual agreement of all parties after all beacons 
successfully obtained a GPS location in the more difficult Scenario Delta. Due to a 
miscommunication, scenario Delta was recorded as scenario Alpha and scenarios had to be 
reassigned when we prepared our database of results. 
 
The ACR AquaFix PLB-200 was not received by the Geosynchronous (GEO) satellite, neither 
the unlocated alert nor the location data. The ACR Prototype PLB that immediately preceded 
it in the test sequence was received by the GEO satellite, but only the low precision, 15 
second resolution was sent through to the GEOLUT, possibly indicating some sort of 
interference issue. Both of these beacons were clearly received by the GEO satellite(s) for 
extended periods from the bottom of the gorge in the Inland Scenario Foxtrot test (see 
below), indicating, we believe, that both beacons were transmitting at a satisfactory 
power level and that the problem was elsewhere in the system. NOAA has been unable 
to offer an explanation for this glitch. 
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Inland Delta 

 

Beacon Sats 
in 

View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

6  16:25:11  N37°00'03.5" 
W121.54'18.7" 

 16:28:34 3:23 N36°00'00" 
W121°54'16" 

No3 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6  16:16:07  N37°00'03.5" 
W121°54'18.8" 

 16:17:49 1:42 N36°00'04" 
W121°54'16" 

Yes4 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6  16:07:12  N37°00'03.5" 
W121°54'19.0" 

 16:10:02 2:50 N36°00'04" 
W121°54'16" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
3 This same beacon used in Scenario Inland Foxtrot at bottom of gorge was received by GOES 10 
4 Low precision / 15 second location data only  

 

Inland Scenario Bravo 
 

Activate each PLB model in an area 
with moderate overhead obstruction 
(e.g., under a tree canopy) so that there 
is moderate obstruction to view of the 
GPS satellites Record with photographs 
the obscuration of the sky from the 
canopy.  

Inland Scenario Charlie 
 

Activate each PLB model in an area 
with significant overhead obstructions 
(e.g., under a heavy tree canopy) so 
that there is significant obstruction to 
the GPS satellites Record with 
photographs the obscuration of the s
from the 

ky 
canopy. 

 
For Inland Scenarios Bravo and Charlie we 
had some difficulty in getting the same number 
of satellites visible for every beacon tested. 
This was critical to ensure an accurate 
comparison. In the end, we tested for Scenario 
Bravo in the location where we were expecting 
to test Scenario Charlie and vice-versa and the 
paperwork and assigned scenarios had to be reassigned when we prepared our database of 
results. The results presented reflect the actual results for the effective scenario tested. As 

Inland Scenario Charlie – McMurdo Fastfind 
Plus PLB sky view and location 
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noted previously, the ACR PLB tested in Inland Scenario Charlie did not contain a GPS 
receiver, so no valid result was obtained for this test for that PLB.  

 
For Inland Scenario Bravo we identified a location and tested the first beacon with positive 
results and a consistent three GPS satellites on the Garmin Etrex. For the second beacon in 
this scenario we activated it in the identical location with three GPS satellites in view, but then 
the satellites dropped to two, invalidating the test. We then sought another location where we 
had consistently three GPS satellites in view, no more, no less. This proved very difficult, 
though eventually we did. When the time came to test the last beacon, the ACR Prototype, 
we again had great difficulty obtaining three GPS satellites consistently. In the end, the ACR 
representative determined that there was no significant data lost from their perspective since 
the production PLB-200 had gained a location. With agreement among the principles, he 
chose to test this beacon for purposes of their gaining additional data on a most difficult 
scenario, similar to Inland Scenario Charlie, with only two to three satellites visible, at best. 
This was not considered part of the evaluation proper.  

 

 
Inland Scenario Charlie was a very difficult challenge with two to three GPS satellites 
variously in view during each test. Since three satellites are necessary to obtain a fix, these 
results could have been adversely influenced by the amount of time that three satellites were 
in view for each test. Following the results table are plots of the satellites in view and HDOP 
as recorded by the BDC program for Inland Scenario Charlie. It would appear that the 
McMurdo FastFind Plus GPS receiver, which did not obtain a location, did not have an equal 
same opportunity to gain a fix as the successful ACR Prototype. This is the difficulty with real 
world GPS testing under marginal GPS reception conditions. Based on these GPS plots, 
we conclude that the results from this test for this beacon are inconclusive. This 
beacon was retested on the Baseline Scenario Alpha jetty and received a location in 2:51, 
indicating that the GPS was functioning. 

 
Inland Bravo 
Beacon Sats 

in 
View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

3  20:48:05  N37°00'06.8" 
W121°54'31.2" 

20:53:06 5:01 N37°00'00" 
W121°54'20" 

Yes 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

 
NOT TESTED3 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

3  19:52:26  N37°00'42.0" 
W121°54'32.7" 

 20:00:18 7:52 N37°00'00" 
W121°54'16" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
3 Beacon not tested due to difficulty establishing 3 GPS satellites consistently, see text for explanation 
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Inland Charlie 

 

Beacon Sats 
in 

View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

2-3 
INVALID TEST3 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

2-3  18:05:59  N37°00'06.2" 
W121°54'30.2" 

 18:18:40 12:42 N37°00'04" 
W121°54'16" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

 
INCONCLUSIVE RESULTS4 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
3 PLB not equipped with a GPS – see “Beacon Test Anomalies” section 
4 See text for explanation. Retested on Jetty: Location received 2:51  
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GPS Satellites Visible and HDOP – Computer B 

 

NOTE: Connected to higher performance GPS, so likely more satellites seen than on 
the reference Garmin eTrex GPS, thus showing 3 satellites may indicate that only 2 
were seen by reference GPS receiver. 

 

 
Inland Scenario Charlie - July 14 18:06 – 18:22 
ACR Prototype PLB - GPS location at 18:18:40 
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Inland Scenario Charlie - July 14 17:46 – 18:03 
McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLB - No GPS location 
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Inland Scenario Foxtrot 
 

 Using the PLB beacons from a prior scenario, activate beacon at the bottom of a 
narrow forested canyon no less than 8 meters deep, plus any trees lining the canyon, 
without regard to GPS satellites visibility. Activate one beacon of each model 
sequentially such that each beacon transmits approximately every 10-15 seconds and 
they are separated by no less than 5 feet. Leave operating for multiple LEOSAT 
passes. Record scanner with audiotape 
and provide time stamps in audio to 
capture any inadvertent simultaneous 
transmissions. This is primarily a test of 
the 406 MHz distress signal, not the GPS 
location capability.  

 
Inland Scenario Foxtrot was developed to 
assess the ability of the COSPAS-SARSAT 
system to receive an alert and derive a Doppler 
location in circumstances where the beacons 
had a very narrow and limited sky view, as when 
survivors are located in a narrow canyon. The 
location selected was within a narrow rock gorge 
through which flowed Aptos Creek. Estimated 
depth of the gorge where the beacons were 
placed was approximately 30-40 feet plus trees lining both sides. It was approximately 15-20 
feet wide at the bottom and approximately 30-40 feet wide at the top at the point the PLBs 
were located. The beacons were placed on a rock shelf located to one side of the gorge.  

Inland Scenario Foxtrot – Doug Ritter 
prepares to activate ACR PLB-200 

 
The only access to the selected location was by traveling up the creek approximately 100 
yards, which ran from wall to wall of the gorge in places. Ritter donned insulated waders and 
one of the Coast Guard Rescue Swimmers donned his dry suit and they waded up the creek, 
which was approximately 3 feet deep at its deepest, to place the beacons on the rock bar. 
The beacons were turned on sequentially with a 15-second interval and were left on for 
approximately 4 hours which allowed for 3 LEO satellite passes.  
 
All three PLBs were picked up by the GOES 10 satellite, which would provide an "immediate" 
alert in an actual emergency. The ACR Prototype PLB was also picked up by GOES 12. It 
has been suggested by various experts that this may be the result of a lucky reflection off the 
rock wall of the gorge. ACR suggests, "the result is more a case of the beacon having a 
strong transmitter than it is a 'lucky shot'. Without ample power a reflected signal could never 
make it to the GOES 12 satellite." 
 
All three PLBs were picked up by the Low Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites on their first pass, 
about 25 minutes into the test, which provided a Doppler location. 
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The McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLB did obtain a GPS fix from the bottom of the gorge, which 
was unexpected given that in most circumstances when we had a GPS receiver down in the 
gorge it was showing less than three satellites in view and there is a very narrow view of the 
sky. However this is not necessarily indicative of any comparative performance advantage; 
we simply cannot make such a judgment for a number of reasons. 
 
In the first place, the PLBs were not placed in the 
identical location; they were spread out on the rock 
shelf at the bottom of the gorge, altering each 
particular beacon's view of the sky. Moreover, as we 
were unable to continually monitor the number of GP
satellites visible to each PLB in this test or compare 
that to when the beacons' GPS receiver was switched 
on, we cannot say that they had an equal opportunity 
at achieving a GPS location, other than in the very 

S 

eneral sense.  

rge 

dom, irrespective of the 
ffectiveness of the GPS receiver in the PLB.  

ate period of time 
at happens to also coincide with the on period for the GPS receiver.  

gards Inland Scenario Foxtrot (above) in their 
view of the draft report. In part they wrote:  

 
ad 

recently..." (see Appendix 7

Inland Scenario Foxtrot location 

g
 
Any results regarding GPS acquisition in the go
may not be indicative of real world results in similar 
circumstances. Adequate satellite visibility in the 
narrow view of the sky available would have to 
coincide with the “on period” of each PLB’s GPS 
receiver, which varies by manufacturer. As such, 
receipt of a GPS location dependent upon this would 
be almost entirely ran
e
 
As such we do not consider these results to be of any significance whatsoever in 
terms of comparative GPS performance of these beacons, but have provided them for 
the purpose of suggesting that even in such a narrow canyon, there is still the possibility of 
obtaining a GPS location if the GPS satellites align suitably for an adequ
th
 
McMurdo remarked on our conclusions with re
re

"As all the beacons were operated concurrently we believe that they all h
substantially the same opportunity to acquire. While we accept that it is 
unlikely that every beacon would acquire in these circumstances we believe 
that this demonstrates the improvements that McMurdo has made to its beacons 

 for their full response and explanation for their position) 

land Scenario Golf 
 
In
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r 
ve 

 

te visibility, either to be more visible for search aircraft 
or as a result of further consideration of the beacon operational limitations, taking the 

 
 

etter satellite 
isibility, either to be more visible for search aircraft or as a result of further consideration of 

 

e 

ility. 

d 
 

that the 406 MHz 

. 

ny, 30 
PS receiver timing, with approval 

om both manufacturers, a subsequent test was conducted, which results have been 
included. (See Appendix 4

Locate test site ensuring a clear line-of-sight to GOES East / West and no less than 4 
available GPS satellites. Activate each PLB model while under metallic or other cove
that ensures that no GPS satellites are visible to the beacon. After 20 minutes, remo
cover and operate for another 20 minutes or until GPS coordinates are transmitted.
This is a test of a circumstance where the beacon is initially activated by a survivor 
without due consideration of satellite visibility, under cover, and who subsequently 
moves to an area of better satelli

activated beacon with him/her. . 
 
Inland Scenario Golf was developed to address a particular set of circumstances that might 
occur in a real-world survival scenario where the beacon is initially activated by a survivor
without due consideration of satellite visibility and, not being able to receive the GPS satellite
signal, does not acquire a location. The survivor later moves to an area of b
v
the beacon operational limitations, taking the
 
The test location was the beach next to th
jetty used for the Baseline tests in order to 
ensure maximum GPS satellite visib
The beacon was activated under a plastic 
“blanket” coated with an aluminum 
metalized film (commonly referred to as a 
“space blanket”) to prevent acquisition of 
the GPS signal. The blanket was supporte
by a folding stool to ensure it did not touch
the beacon or antenna. It was confirmed 
using the local test sets 
ignal was being transmitted and that no 

activated beacon with them.  

s
location was acquired.  
 
The original protocol required that after 20 
minutes the blanket was removed to see if 
the beacon acquired a location. This would ensure that the GPS receiver was hidden from 
GPS satellite for initial start-up period that heretofore was covered by the 20 minute time 
period. Once removed, then the beacon should get a GPS location at the 20 minute update
During the test we had difficulty with the ACR PLB-200 PLBs as the company had modified 
their operating scheme from the one we were familiar with and upon which the original 20 
minute timeframe was set and there was confusion on the part of the ACR representatives as 
to what the correct operating scheme was. This resulted in two invalid tests, as previously 
noted. Once the actual operating scheme was determined after contact with the compa
minutes, and the test timing adjusted to cope with the new G
fr

 for beacon operating schemes) 
 

ario Golf – Doug Ritter activating ACR Inland Scen
PLB-200 under cover to prevent initial GPS 
acquisition 
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Inland Golf 

 

Beacon Sats 
in 

View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

7  17:29:12  N36°57'70.4" 
W122°00'17.9" 

 18:11:283 N36°57'44" 
W122°00'12" 

Yes 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6  01:03:10  N36°57'42.2" 
W122°00'10.9" 

 01:25:544 N36°57'44" 
W122°00'08" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6  00:17:52  N36°57'42.2" 
W122°00'10.9" 

 00:55:504 N36°57'44" 
W122°00'08" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
3 Shielded cover removed after 31 minutes 
4 Shielded cover removed after 20 minutes 

 

Maritime Scenarios 
 
The original maritime test protocols that served as the basis for the actual tests are included 
in italics. Any variances from the scenario outlined are reviewed in the individual scenario 
results. 
 
For all the Maritime Scenarios the original protocols noted: boat(s) will proceed offshore, to 
simulate conditions on open seas. As practical, effort will be made to seek out or simulate 
consistent non-stable conditions at sea. 
 
Three vessels were used for the maritime activities. The 46 ft. ketch "Willow" served as the 
“mother ship.” The computers and long range test sets were on the Willow with receiving 
antennas on the mizzenmast. The Willow circled the test location clockwise with the receiver 
antennas facing the beacon in or on the water being tested, standing off approximately 50 
yards. 
 
A 21 ft. Zodiac RIB (Rigid Inflatable Boat) and a 22 ft. Protector RIB served as safety vessels 
and activities platform. These were also used to carry the WS Technologies testers and their 
operators as their internal antenna range was limited and it was necessary to stay within 
about 10 meters of the beacon to receive the transmission. The RIB used for beacon 
deployment and water spray was manned by the two U.S. Coast Guard rescue swimmers. 
 
For the beacon tests conducted on board the life raft, West Marine provided a Switlik MD-2 
Offshore life raft. This was not exactly the same configuration as the West Marine by Zodiac 
Offshore life raft used in the first evaluation, the latter being rectangular in configuration and 
the Switlik being hexagonal (essentially, round). Also, the Switlik had a single arch canopy 
support whereas the West Marine by Zodiac had dual canopy supports providing more clear 
space and head room. We configured the occupants inside the life raft as best we could to 
approximately the same as the first test, with three facing three.  
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Test conditions were as desired the first day of Maritime testing with moderate swells and 
waves estimated at 2-6 feet that created considerable motion on the Willow (and subsequent 
bouts of sea-sickness among some participants) and noticeable gyrations of the beacons 
when in the water. The second day of Maritime testing was much less challenging, seas were 
estimated 2 to 4-foot swells—very benign conditions. When reviewing the results, the reader 
is advised to take into account the prevalent environmental conditions.  

Maritime Scenario Alpha 
 

Activate each beacon model (PLB and EPIRB) in an upright position in the boat’s 
cockpit.  

 
The cockpit of the Willow was fitted with a 
full dodger (metal supported canvas and 
plastic covering) and it was feared that 
could potentially adversely influence the 
ability of the beacons to gain a location for 
Maritime Scenario Alpha. The test location 
was moved from the cockpit to the aft deck 
under the mizzen boom, approximating the 
structural interference experienced in a 
typical cockpit location with the mainsail 
boom overhead. This was the same 
location as used in the previous evaluation.  
 
Two observers sat on both sides of the aft 
portion of the Willow and two at the aft end, 
approximating the effect of a cockpit with a modest number of occupants, but being further 
from the beacon than they would typically be in an actual cockpit were it located centrally. 
The beacons were placed in the middle of the deck and activated in turn. On the ocean, there 
was a complete 180 degrees above and 360 degrees around sky view with no less than 4 
satellites were visible at all times despite the structural and personnel impediments.  

Maritime Scenario Alpha - McMurdo Fastfind Plus 
PLB - aft deck of SV Willow  
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Maritime Alpha 

 

Beacon Sats 
in 

View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location3 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

7 18:47:10  
 

 N36°55'36.7" 
W122°01'26.7" 

19:03:08  
 

15:58 N36°56'00" 
W122°00'24" 

Yes 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6 18:15:47 
 

 N36°54'45.7" 
W122°03'46.2" 

18:18:20 
 

2:33 
 

N36°54'44" 
W122°03'56" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

8  17:55:15  N36°55'00.0" 
W122°03'07.3" 

 18:05:20 10:05 N36°54'48" 
W122°03'32" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

6 18:30:42  
 

 N36°54'47.6" 
W122°03'27.1" 

18:33:29 
 

2:47 
 

N36°54'56" 
W122°04'00" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
3 At start of test  
 

 
 

Maritime Scenario Bravo 
 

Each EPIRB model will be activated and set afloat, attached with its tether to a life raft, 
RIB or otherwise moored away from the mother vessel.  

Maritime Scenario Charlie 
 

While being sprayed with water to simulate heavy rainfall, each EPIRB model will be 
activated and set afloat, attached with its tether to a life raft or RIB. 

 
The Maritime Bravo and Charlie scenarios 
were conducted with the EPIRB tethered to 
the RIB using its integral tether.  

st 

 
For Maritime Charlie scenario, the water pump 
and spray nozzle was used to simulate 
moderate rainfall or drenching spray/waves.  
 
During the initial Maritime Charlie scenario test 
of the McMurdo Precision 406 GPS EPIRB, 
the RIB ran over the beacon during the te
invalidating that test. Subsequently another 
test was conducted the following day using a 
spare EPIRB, which result is included.  

Maritime Scenario Charlie – Simulated rainfall / 
spray drenching McMurdo Precision EPIRB 

 
We also experienced a testing error while testing one McMurdo EPIRB that resulted in a 
retest with a spare beacon, as previously noted. 
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Maritime Bravo 

 

Beacon Sats in 
View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 2

Time 
Delta

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

6 19:25:05 N36°35'55.0" 
W122°00'49.5"

19:31:44 6:37 N36°55'56" 
W122°00'44" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
 

 
 

Maritime Charlie 
Beacon Sats in 

View1 
Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 2

Time 
Delta

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

6 16:47:03 N36°56'18.4" 
W122°00'52.6"

17:02:19 15:16 N36°56'20" 
W122°01'04" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  

 

Maritime Scenario Delta 
 

Each beacon (PLB and EPIRB) will 
be secured inside a life raft with the 
antenna vertical and activated with 
the canopy partially closed as 
initially erected providing part
obscuration. Record and photograph 
obscuration. As best as possible, 
ensure equal or nearly equal 
satellite visibility to all the be

ial sky 

acons. 

Maritime Scenario Echo 
 

Each beacon (PLB and EPIRB) used 
will be secured inside a life raft with 
the antenna vertical and activated with the canopy fully closed to simulate activation in 
adverse weather conditions. 

Maritime Scenario Foxtrot – Simulated rain on life 
raft canopy. 

Maritime Scenario Foxtrot 
 

Each beacon (PLB and EPIRB) used will be secured inside a life raft with the antenna 
vertical and activated with the canopy fully closed and while simulating heavy rain on 
the canopy to simulate activation in adverse weather conditions.  
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For Maritime Scenarios Delta, Echo and 
Foxtrot, the testing was conducted inside a 
six-person double tube Switlik MD-2 
Offshore life raft. The raft was boarded by 
six individuals including 2 manufacturers’ 
representatives, 2 sponsor representatives, 
a WS Technologies test set operator and 
Ritter. All occupants were wearing survival 
dry suits due to the cold water 
(approximately 50 degrees F) conditions. 
The included inflatable floor was manually 
inflated. Occupants arrayed themselves 
inside the life raft with three persons 
seated opposite each other as best as 
could be done considering the “round” 
nature of the life raft. This provided th
maximum uninterrupted horizon around the
raft with bodies squeezed into two sides and the major portion of the center section having 
unimpeded views of the horizon and sky though the canopy, entries, and inflated buoyancy 
tubes. This represents the optimum conditions in the life raft in terms of available horizon and
sky view, providing the beacons the maximum opportunity to acquire a GPS 

 

e 
 

 
location. 

Maritime Scenario Delta - McMurdo Fastfind Plus 
PLB inside Switlik MD-2 life raft 

 
For Maritime Scenario Delta through Foxtrot the beacons were activated in the center of the 
raft amongst the occupants’ feet with the antenna vertical and the GPS antenna oriented 
towards the sky.  
 

Maritime Delta 
Beacon Sats 

in 
View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

6  18:21:25  N36°56'21.8" 
W122°01'37.0" 

 18:24:47 3:22 N36°56'24" 
W122°01'40" 

Yes 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6  17:28:39 
 

 N36°56'20.9" 
W122°01'20.2" 

 17:39:35 
 

10:56 N36°56'20" 
W122°01'24" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

8  18:01:23  N36°56'22.0" 
W122°01'30.7" 

 18:14:25 13:02 N36°56'20" 
W122°01'36" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

6  17:50:44  N36°56'21.9" 
W122°01'25.2” 

 17:53:33 2:49 N36°56'24" 
W122°01'28" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
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For the next scenario, the canopy entries were closed up, as would be the case in poor 
weather or more extreme sea conditions. 
 

Maritime Echo 
 Beacon Sats 

in 
View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

6 19:37:21  N36°56'23.1" 
W122°00'57.3" 

 19:44:57 7:36 N36°56'24" 
W122°00'56" 

Yes 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6 19:53:26  N36°56'26.4" 
W122°00'54.1" 

 19:57:36 4:10 N36°56'28" 
W122°00'52" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6  19:27:14  N36°56'21.7" 
W122°00'57.7" 

 19:30:04 2:50 N36°56'20" 
W122°01'00" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

8 19:15:57  N36°56'21.2" 
W122°00'57.8" 

19:18:47 2:50 N36°56'20" 
W122°01'00" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
 

 
 
For the final test utilizing the life raft, the RIB pulled alongside and used the water pump to 
spray the canopy down with water to simulate moderate rainfall or spray on the canopy. 
Despite being closed up as tight as possible, the canopy leaked copious quantities of water 
and by the time the testing was completed there was approximately one foot of water in the 
life raft. No attempt was made to bail out the life raft as that might have interfered with the 
reception of the GPS signals by the beacon GPS receivers. The ACR PLB-200 that failed to 
acquire a location was retested on the Baseline Scenario Alpha jetty and received a location 
in 1:42, indicating that the GPS was functioning. ACR's report on their PLB-200's failure to 
acquire a position in Maritime Foxtrot is found in the Anomalies section above. 
 

Maritime Foxtrot 
Beacon Sats 

in 
View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

6  20:52:51  N36°56'33.7" 
W122°01'12.4" 

 NO GPS3 NA NA NA 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6  20:15:54  N36°56'30.2" 
W122°00'53.1" 

 20:17:35 1:41 N36°56'32" 
W122°00'56" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6  20:26:22  N36°56'31.8" 
W122°00'58.3" 

 20:37:34 11:12 N36°56'32" 
W122°01'08" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Precision 406 
GPS EPIRB 

8 20:43:02  N36°56'32.8" 
W122°01'09.3" 

20:45:52 2:50 N36°56'32" 
W122°01'08" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
3 Retested on Jetty: Location received 1:42. See Beacon Test Anomalies section for ACR's explanation for the failure 
of the PLB-2000 to acquire GPS location 
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Maritime Scenario Golf 
 

 

 is 

Using a person in PFD (and/or 
survival suit depending upon water 
temperature) or simulated person in 
PFD, activate each PLB, then dunk 
PLB in water and without draining 
any water from any cavities that 
might naturally retain water, attach 
with Velcro to PFD to simulate a 
typical man overboard situation in 
moderate to severe weather and 
sea conditions where the beacon
regularly drenched with water. 

Maritime Scenario Hotel – ACR PLB-200  

Maritime Scenario Hotel 
 

Using a person in PFD (and/or survival suit depending upon water temperature) or 
simulated person in PFD, while being sprayed with water to simulate heavy rainfall, 
activate each PLB, attach with Velcro to PFD to simulate a typical man overboard 
situation in heavy rain conditions 

 
For Maritime Scenario Golf and Hotel the PLB was mounted with Velcro on a PFD (Personal 
Floatation Device) that was fitted to a Man Overboard Exercise Dummy provided by the U.S. 
Coast Guard, often referred to as “Oscar”. The PLB was maintained off the surface of the 
water in its correct orientation with the GPS and transmitting antennas vertical. For Maritime 
Scenario Hotel the water pump and spray nozzle was used to simulate moderate rainfall or 
drenching spray/waves.  
 

Maritime Golf 
Beacon Sats 

in 
View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

6 21:27:48  N36°56'17.7" 
W122°00'35.3" 

 21:29:58 2:10 N36°56'20" 
W122°00'36" 

Yes 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6 20:48:44  N36°56'05.7" 
W122°00'29.0" 

 20:50:38 1:52 N36°56'08" 
W122°00'28" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6  21:04:47 
 

 N36°56'11.1" 
W122°00'27.7" 

 21:078:37 
  

2:50 
 

N36°56'12" 
W122°00'28" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
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Maritime Hotel 

 

Beacon Sats 
in 

View1 

Start 
Time2 

 

Local GPS 
Location 

Location 
Data Sent 

Time2 

Time 
Delta 

Location Data 
Sent 

GEOS 
Location 
Received  

ACR PLB-200 
PLB 

 

6 21:51:26  N36°56'25.8" 
W122°00'28.1" 

 21:53:20 1:54 N36°56'28" 
W122°00'32" 

Yes 

ACR Prototype 
PLB 

6  22:00:22  N36°56'24.8" 
W122°00'29.9" 

22:02:14 1:52 N36°56'24" 
W122°00'28" 

Yes 

McMurdo 
Fastfind Plus 
406 GPS PLB 

6  22:10:42 
 

 N36°56'25.8" 
W122°00'23.3" 

 22:21:04 
 

10:21 N3656'24" 
W122°00'24" 

Yes 

1 Reference Garmin Etrex GPS 

2 All times UTC  
 

 
 

Conclusions 
 
The authors of this evaluation are of the opinion that the following conclusions can be drawn 
from the data and experience collected during this evaluation and the previous evaluation, 
and general observations of the use of these beacons during this evaluation and elsewhere: 
 
1. The self-locating (GPS) 
performance of the beacons in this 
evaluation appears to be satisfactory for 
the most part under the circumstances th
one would normally expect to receive a 
GPS location from a mid-level performa
GPS handheld receiver without an 
amplified antenna. Under most m
adverse environmental conditions a GPS-
derived location will be reliably transmitted 
by these location protocol b

at 

nce 

oderate 

eacons. 
 
2. The unsatisfactory self-locating 
(GPS) performance of the McMurdo 
beacons that was evident in the first 
evaluation appears to have been 
satisfactorily addressed by McMurdo’s free 
upgrade program. Anyone who owns a 
McMurdo beacon that has not yet been 
upgraded should do so immediately. 

Maritime Scenario Alpha – ACR PLB-200 – WS 
Technologies BT-100A testers in waterproof case 
and pouch 

 
3. In the opinion of the authors, the results of this test validate the functionality and 
desirability of a GPS-enabled beacon's added capability as a means of enhancing survivors’ 
chances of rescue. While neither a panacea, nor without notable limitations, the current state 
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of the art in Location Protocol 406 MHz Distress Beacons appears to be capable of improving 
the likelihood of a successful rescue by potentially shortening response times in many likely 
survival scenarios. The location information generally will allow for quicker dispatch of SAR 
resources and the more accurate location, compared to a Doppler-derived location, reduces 
the search area with resultant likelihood of quicker detection of survivors when SAR 
resources arrive on scene. Consumers seeking a survivability advantage would do well to 
consider self-locating beacons (those with GPS) as an option.  
 
4. Based on ACR's remarks regarding the inherent variability of GPS receiver sensitivity 
in commercially available GPS receivers, additional research with GPS receiver 
manufacturers and our own experience using handheld reference GPS receivers which 
provided inconsistent performance between identical units, some GPS receivers installed in 
some beacons may not perform as well as most other identical units unless efforts are made 
on the part of the beacon manufacturer to ensure a uniformly higher minimum level of 
performance. We have no practical way of determining the overall effect of this on 
performance in any particular survival circumstance. 
 
5. The few anomalies experienced in this evaluation bear out the reality that even 
electrically operated emergency signaling devices manufactured and tested to very high 
quality standards may still be less than 100% reliable in the field and that it remains good 
practice that users should always self-test beacons prior to embarking upon any excursion or 
being involved in any situation where they may have to be relied upon in an emergency. 
 
6. Consumer expectations regarding 
the performance of integral GPS beacons 
may be shaped by their personal 
experience with handheld GPS receivers 
or GPS installed in their automobile, 
which can prove to be an unreliable 
comparison. Users of the popular-priced 
Garmin eTrex class of GPS receivers can 
expect these beacons to perform 
comparably, meeting their experiential 
expectations. The beacons tested are not 
as likely to reliably acquire a location 
when a higher performance GPS receiver 
with an amplified antenna acquires a 
location with only 3 satellites in view and 
locked on. A consumer’s experience using 
this class of handheld GPS is less likely to 
be indicative of a beacon’s acquisition 
performance with the current internal GPS 
receivers and antennas used.  

Baseline Scenario Charlie – McMurdo Precision 
EPIRB – RIB with fire pump and MCPO Flythe 
manning the hose creating simulated rain on the 
beacon.  
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7. Results from the gorge test suggest that Doppler location can be achieved even with a 
very limited sky view, though it may take multiple LEO satellite passes. While it may be 
possible to acquire a GPS location if there is a fortuitous confluence of sufficient GPS 
satellites visible during a period of time while the GPS receiver is operational, this cannot be 
counted upon in such circumstances. 
 
8. Alert transmission time via COSPAS-SARSAT geostationary satellite appears to meet 
expectations of 3 minutes or less in most circumstances, but it extended to 5-10 minutes in 
some scenarios tested when the initial location transmitted was not adequately strong and 
thus only a “coarse” instead of “fine” location was received, which is of more limited value. It 
should be noted that claims that the “alert time is typically 3 minutes or less” may be 
misleading to many consumers who would not be knowledgeable enough to differentiate an 
alert from an alert with a fine location, nor does that take into account the added delay that 
can occur between the first transmission received and actual transmission of the alert to the 
Mission Coordination Center. 
 
9. An integral GPS source offers advantages in weight, package size and ease of use 
over an external GPS source for PLBs that makes it a desirable option, particularly if the 
added cost is not too significant. In the opinion of the authors, a beacon that incorporates 
both internal and external GPS capabilities provides additional advantages under some 
limited circumstances, although the operator would have to have an advanced level of 
knowledge and have additional equipment, a high performance GPS receiver available and 
interface means, to take advantage of this capability. External GPS does have a place in 
some marine and aviation beacon installations where it receives a constantly refreshed 
location from an onboard GPS receiver and thereby the location is immediately available 
upon activation and not dependent upon an integral GPS acquiring a location. 
 
10. All the beacons tested include a self-
test of the GPS receiver. The ACR beacons 
provide the capability to confirm a successful 
location acquisition. Beacons that provide a 
means to test the GPS receiver including 
acquisition of a GPS-derived location provide 
added assurance that this capability will work 
when deployed in a survival situation. 
However, a beacon that allows comparison 
of the GPS derived location with a know
location would provide an additional 
assurance that the GPS receiver is 
functioning correctly. 

n 

Maritime Scenario Bravo – McMurdo Precision 
EPIRB in the water.  

11. Consumers cannot rely solely on 
regulatory means to ensure adequate performance and independent real world testing is 
essential to ensure that consumers are protected and have the information required to make 
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a knowledgeable purchase decision. Failure to enable this sort of consumer testing can 
unnecessarily imperil the lives of consumers relying upon these beacons. 
 

 Recommendations 
 
The authors of this evaluation are of the opinion that the following recommendations are 
appropriate to make based on the data and experience collected during this evaluation and 
the previous evaluation, and general observations of the use of these beacons during this 
evaluation and elsewhere. Some of these recommendations are Location Protocol Beacon 
specific; some are more generic in nature and apply to any relevant beacons: 
 
1. Considerable advances have been made in the past year towards improving the 
COSPAS-SARSAT standards governing these beacons to better ensure their adequate 
function in real world conditions. New COSPAS-SARSAT standards have been developed 
addressing a number of recommendations made in the previous report. COSPAS-SARSAT 
deserves recognition for their quick action. However, the revised standards approved by this 
international body do not adequately address some issues, particularly GPS minimum 
performance standards. Standards writing bodies such as RTCM should continue to work 
towards robust real-world related performance standards for integrated GPS receivers in 
these beacons with controlled conformity testing using a GPS simulator. Preferably, such 
standards will eventually be adopted by COSPAS-SARSAT providing all consumers 
worldwide with a higher standard. 
 
2. COSPAS-SARSAT standards should be amended to require a fully functional self-test 
for GPS location acquisition of any included GPS receiver. The existing required beacon self-
test fully functionally checks the transmitter circuitry, including sending a test burst. Ideally, an 
additional GPS self-test should also be provided for and should include transmission of the 
location so that with the proper equipment to receive and decode the self-test data burst, the 
accuracy of the GPS location can also be checked against a known position. A proposal to 
allow inclusion of such a capability was presented to COSPAS-SARSAT, but no action was 
taken this year. 
 
3. COSPAS-SARSAT should revise or provide an alternative to the existing location 
protocol long message format to allow for transmission of location data resolution to at least 1 
second. The current rounding of the location data deprives the search and rescue system of 
improved location resolution that already i
which cannot be taken advantage of due to 
Improved resolution can only serve to improve
 

nherently exists within the GPS capability, but 
the artificial limitations of the existing protocols. 

 chances for a successful rescue.  
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4. The beacon manufacturing industry or 
an appropriate independent standards 
setting body should develop voluntary 
objective performance standards and ratings 
for which cost-effective tests can be 
onducted which will accurately predict and 

m a 

tion of improved 
rocesses to ensure consistent higher 

ling 

r 

e should be taken when purchasing a beacon with integral GPS that you have 
ceived the correct beacon. In the case of the ACR PLB packaging, it is nearly identical for a 

 it, so 
ct item 

 

 cosmetic appearance considerations should not 
verride the desirability of presenting essential operating instructions in the most effective 

manner possible when lifesaving is the aim.  
 

Doug Ritter setting up SARTECH receivers and 

c
represent the level of self-location 
performance consumers can expect fro
particular beacon under particular defined 
real-world conditions of reduced GPS 
satellite reception on both land and in the 
marine environment. 
 
5. ACR’s implementa
p
minimum GPS receiver performance seems 
to be a reasonable attempt to address an 
inherent variability in commercially available GPS receiver performance that could adversely 
affect some few users. Efforts to mitigate this variability and ensure a uniformly high level of 
GPS performance by manufacturers and appropriate independent standards setting bodies 
should be encouraged.  

computers in Willow's cabin for maritime testing. 

 
6. Users of emergency beacons, and any other electrically operated emergency signa
devices for that matter, should always self-test beacons, and ensure the functionality of other 
electrically operated emergency signaling devices, and also physically examine the devices 
for damage prior to embarking upon any excursion or being involved in any situation where 
they may have to be relied upon in an emergency as well as after any abuse, intentional o
not, that the beacon may experience. 
 
7. Car
re
non-GPS equipped beacon and if we received an incorrect beacon and failed to identify
could a consumer. Retailers are urged to make an extra effort to ensure that the corre
is delivered to the consumer. Manufacturers are urged to clearly and explicitly mark their 
packaging to reduce the opportunity for confusion between non-GPS and GPS-equipped 
beacons. McMurdo's packaging clearly differentiates between GPS and non-GPS equipped
beacons. 
 
8. Operating instructions on or attached to the beacon should be improved. This is 
particularly critical in the case of the PLBs. In the opinion of the authors, operational 
instructions should be given the highest priority space on the beacon and should be as large 
and as distinct as possible. Marketing and
o
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9. Manufacturers should provide better o
beacon that would guide a user to mo
which would guide the user in maximizing self-
exist and would be prudent for the user.  
 
10. Operating instructions on or attached 
to the beacon should emphasize the 
importance of GPS antenna orientation when 
this is an inherent design factor for op
performance, the importance of not blockin
the antenna with the body or body parts, and 
for marine operations, the importance 
keeping the GPS antenna clear of the w
if possible. The location and preferred 
orientation of the GPS antenna should be 
clearly marked. In instances where the GPS 
antenna might likely be covered by a 

pe
re readily identify a failure to acquire a location, and 

locating performance when such opportunities 

timum 
g 

of 
ater 

urvivor’s hand(s) while being held in a 

d 

n-finding equipment limited to 121.5/243 MHz with direction 
nding equipment that will also operate on 406 MHz and that will automatically decode the 

 
ent 

rators and local fire and rescue 
gencies with limited budgets.  

 craft or 

 can 

00 that measures the current drawn 
hile performing a self-test, GPS acquisition test, or any other operation of the beacon; and 

r 

te 

rating instructions on or attached to the 

s
foreseeable manner or by foreseeable means 
of securing the beacon to a person or object under foreseeable survival circumstances, a 
warning against doing so should be clearly displayed. McMurdo has provided a practical an
effective integration of some of these suggestions in their upgraded Fastfind Plus PLB.  
 
11. Airborne search and rescue operators should be encouraged to accelerate the 
replacement of outdated directio

   McMurdo Fastfind Plus PLB GPS antenna   
   identification and warning 

fi
data burst for direct reading by SAR resources on scene. Industry should be encouraged to
develop inexpensive, compact handheld 406 MHz direction-finding and decoding equipm
that can be fielded by volunteer search and rescue ope
a
 
12. In recognition that EPIRBs will be often be used inside an enclosed survival
occupied space, standards or regulations requiring a strobe light should provide for the 
optional termination of the strobe light by the operator. 
 
13. Manufacturers are encouraged to develop a practical means by which the beacon
provide the owner an indication of the state of charge of a beacon’s battery. ACR 
incorporates an "Electronic Witness Seal" on the PLB-2
w
at a predetermined total indicates to the user that the battery should be replaced as, by thei
calculation, any further use might reduce battery capacity below that needed to met the 
minimum operating specification of 24 hours at -20C. While not a direct indicator of the sta
of charge of the battery, this is a practical alternative.  
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14. Government agencies and regulatory bo
these beacons and the COSPAS-SARSAT system should establis
study the actual effects of alerts with self-location in
situations with regular public reports that can be compa
information.  

dies 
h an ongoing means to 

formation on the outcome of distress 
red to alerts lacking self-location 

T 
ies 

 

dles. It 
n 

g consumer interests to schedule a test of 
eacons on relatively short notice. For relatively small 

 
st 

lite data) is detrimental to the expedient and 
ffective testing of 406 MHz emergency beacons with the potential for devastating data loss 
nd potential for invalidation of testing that, at best, is difficult and expensive to organize. This 

evaluation experienced just such a loss of irreplaceable data on one test. It should be a 
riority for the government agencies involved to enable testing organizations to receive 
mediate automated feedback, perhaps via the Internet, of the system performance during a 

test. 
 
 

#### 
 
 

involved in operation and regulation of 

 
15. NOAA and other government agencies 
involved in the operation of the COSPAS-SARSA
system should investigate the apparent anomal
experienced during these tests that could possibly be 
attributed to faults in the system. 
 
16. There is an obvious and urgent need for 
government agencies involved in operation and 
regulation of these beacons and the COSPAS-
SARSAT system to develop a more expedient means
by which real world testing of these beacons can be 
conducted with a minimum of bureaucratic hur
should be possible for any legitimate organizatio
representin
b
numbers of beacons, the use of operationally coded
beacons should be facilitated, as the need to use te
protocol-coded beacons is a very substantial 
impediment to the independent testing of these 
beacons.  
 
17. Delay in receiving system performance data 
(satel

Maritime Scenario Golf – ACR 
Prototype PLB attached to PFD on 
Oscar with BT-100A test receivers in 
RIB.

e
a

p
im
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Appendices 
  

1. Original Field Test Protocols 
2. Original Field Test Schedule 
3. McMurdo Anomalies Report 
4. Beacon Operating Schemes  
5. Knott Report 
6. McMurdo Battery Installation Instructions 
7. McMurdo Review of Draft Report & ETS Foundation Response 
8. ACR Review of Draft Report & ETS Foundation Response 
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Appendix 1 - Original Test Protocols 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 1 
 

Original Field Test Protocols 
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Beacon Test Protocols 
Revised May 22, 2005 

 
 General 

 
Prior to commencing the below tests, verify and record the ID of every beacon to be used in 
the testing; clearly label all beacons for quick ID at the test site. Secure and seal all beacons 
to ensure and maintain chain of custody. Beacons will be selected at random from the 
beacon pool of each model for any particular test scenario, except that field upgraded 
customer McMurdo beacons shall not be selected for low probability scenarios. 
 
Input beacon IDs and other relevant data into field data recorder(s). 
 
All field data will be recorded both digitally and on paper as back-up. Digital data will be 
recorded on CD or other non-volatile memory after each test sequence. 
 
Two each of the following local test sets (a total of four) will be employed in order to provide 
back-up and cross-check: 
 

Sartech Engineering Ltd TSR406  
WS Technologies Inc. Model BT100A 406 Beacon Tester  

 
A candid photographic and video record of all beacon tests, including preparations, will be 
made for documentary purposes. Back-up video and photographic equipment shall be 
available on site to ensure substantially continuous record.  
 
West Marine will provide a West Marine by Zodiac Offshore life raft with a removable 
insulated floor. The floor will be removed as is contains aluminum-coated material that is not 
typical of most life rafts. If time and resources allow, additional test sequence may be 
conducted with the floor in place to determine what, if any, effect the metalized floor has on 
beacon performance in the life raft.  
 
Test protocols subject to revision. 
 
For reasons of safety and security, all on site participants and observers shall immediately 
comply with any reasonable request of the evaluation organizer. A liability waiver and 
confidentiality agreement provided by the organizer must be signed by all participants and 
observers. U.S. government employees are exempted from the liability waiver requirement. 
 

Field Tests 
 
The following procedures apply, unless alternate procedures are specified for a given phase: 
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2. Record environmental conditions at test site (weather, temperature, sea conditions, 

etc.) and record any substantial changes that occur during each individual beacon test 

1. Record GPS hand-held derived position of testing site (using at least two different 
model WASS enabled GPS units) for each beacon tested.  

 

 
3. Confirm each beacon ID prior to activation 

 
4. Record total number and signal strength of GPS satellites “in-view” as indicated by 

GPS units (immediately prior to the each beacon activation and every 15 minutes until 
the beacon is deactivated). An attempt will be made to ensure similar satellite 
numbers, equivalent geometry and signal strengths for all beacons in each scenario, 
recognizing that there will be variability and that time for testing is limited. This 
determination shall be at the sole option of the test director. 

 
5. Perform beacon self-test in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions, note any 

anomalies  
 

6. All beacons will be placed in the same relative position for each particular test 
 

7. Activate beacon in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions 
 

8. Record time of beacon activation or scenario change (time synchronized from GPS 
units) 

 
9. Use the local beacon test set to confirm beacon ID is transmitted, record digital data 

received, timestamp. 
 

10. Use the local beacon test set to confirm when GPS information is transmitted, record 
digital data received, time stamp.  

 
11. Deactivate beacon once it is confirmed that GPS location has been transmitted and 

beacon has gone to “sleep” or after 35 minutes, whichever occurs first. 
 
Phase 1: Baseline Scenario Alpha. Individual Beacon Test (PLB and EPIRB). . Activate 
one beacon of each model sequentially in an open area at the test site, ensuring a clear line-
of-sight to GOES East / West and no less than 6 available GPS satellites.  
 
Phase 2: Baseline Scenario Bravo. Updated Position Test (PLB and EPIRB). Beacons 
activated in Phase 1 will be transported while still active to an open area that is at least 300 
meters from site in Phase 1, to check the “update” capability. The beacons will remain active 
until the updated position is observed to be transmitted, or 30 minutes has elapsed once the 
beacon is at the new site. Beacons using external GPS will be cycled off and on at the new 
site.  
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Phase 3: Baseline Scenario Charlie. While being sprayed with water to simulate heavy 
rainfall, activate one beacon (PLB and EPIRB) of each model sequentially in an open area at 
the test site, ensuring a clear line-of-sight to GOES East / West and no less than 6 available 
GPS satellites. .  
 
Phase 4: Inland Scenario Alpha. Activate each PLB model in an area with minimal 
obstructions (e.g., an open area with few trees and a surrounding tree line at least 25 meters 
away, but not more than 50 meters away to simulate operation in a typical moderate size 
forest clearing.), so that there is not a significant obstruction to the GPS satellites (at least 5 
satellites visible as determined by handheld GPS). .  
 
Phase 5: Inland Scenario Bravo. Activate each PLB model in an area with moderate 
overhead obstruction (e.g., under a tree canopy) so that there is moderate obstruction to view 
of the GPS satellites. Record with photographs the obscuration of the sky from the canopy.  
 
Phase 6: Inland Scenario Charlie. Activate each PLB model in an area with significant 
overhead obstructions (e.g., under a heavy tree canopy) so that there is significant 
obstruction to the GPS satellites. Record with photographs the obscuration of the sky from 
the canopy.  
 
Phase 7: Inland Scenario Delta. Activate each PLB model in an area with minimal overhead 
obstructions (e.g., an open area with few trees and a surrounding tree line at least 10 meters 
away, but not more than 15 meters away to simulate operation in a typical small forest 
clearing.), so that there is not a significant obstruction to the GPS satellites.  
 
Optional - Phase 9: Inland Scenario Foxtrot. Using the PLB beacons from a prior scenario, 
activate beacon at the bottom of a narrow forested canyon no less than 8 meters deep, plus 
any trees lining the canyon, without regard to GPS satellites visibility. Activate one beacon of 
each model sequentially such that each beacon transmits approximately every 10-15 
seconds and they are separated by no less than 5 feet. Leave operating for multiple LEOSAT 
passes. Record scanner with audiotape and provide time stamps in audio to capture any 
inadvertent simultaneous transmissions. This is primarily a test of the 406 MHz distress 
signal, not the GPS location capability and will be optional based on time available. 
 
Phase 10: Inland Scenario Golf: Locate test site ensuring a clear line-of-sight to GOES 
East / West and no less than 4 available GPS satellites. Activate each PLB model while 
under metallic or other cover that ensures that no GPS satellites are visible to the beacon. 
After 20 minutes, remove cover and operate for another 20 minutes or until GPS coordinates 
are transmitted. This is a test of a circumstance where the beacon is initially activated by a 
survivor without due consideration of satellite visibility, under cover, and who subsequently 
moves to an area of better satellite visibility, either to be more visible for search aircraft or as 
a result of further consideration of the beacon operational limitations, taking the activated 
beacon with him/her.  
 
Additional Inland Scenarios may be considered based on available resources. 
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For the Maritime Scenarios the boat(s) will proceed offshore, to simulate conditions on open 
seas. As practical, effort will be made to seek out or simulate consistent non-stable conditions 
at sea. 

 

 
Phase 13: Maritime Scenario Alpha. Activate each beacon model (PLB and EPIRB) in an 
upright position in the boat’s cockpit. .  
 
Phase 14. Maritime Scenario Bravo. Each EPIRB model will be activated and set afloat, 
attached with its tether to a life raft, RIB or otherwise moored away from the mother vessel.  
 
Phase 15. Maritime Scenario Charlie. While being sprayed with water to simulate heavy 
rainfall, each EPIRB model will be activated and set afloat, attached with its tether to a life raft 
or RIB.  
 
Phase 16. Maritime Scenario Delta. Each beacon (PLB and EPIRB) will be secured inside a 
life raft with the antenna vertical and activated with the canopy partially closed as initially 
erected providing partial sky obscuration. Record and photograph obscuration. A beast as 
possible, ensure equal or nearly equal satellite visibility to all the beacons.  
 
Phase 17. Maritime Scenario Echo. Each beacon (PLB and EPIRB) used will be secured 
inside a life raft with the antenna vertical and activated with the canopy fully closed to 
simulate activation in adverse weather conditions. .  
 
Phase 18. Maritime Scenario Foxtrot. Each beacon (PLB and EPIRB) used will be secured 
inside a life raft with the antenna vertical and activated with the canopy fully closed and while 
simulating heavy rain on the canopy to simulate activation in adverse weather conditions.  
 
Phase 19: Maritime Scenario Golf. Using a person in PFD (and/or survival suit depending 
upon water temperature) or simulated person in PFD, activate each PLB, then dunk PLB in 
water and without draining any water from any cavities that might naturally retain water, 
attach with Velcro to PFD to simulate a typical man overboard situation in moderate to severe 
weather and sea conditions where the beacon is regularly drenched with water. 
 
Phase 20: Maritime Scenario Hotel. Using a person in PFD (and/or survival suit depending 
upon water temperature) or simulated person in PFD, while being sprayed with water to 
simulate heavy rainfall, activate each PLB, attach with Velcro to PFD to simulate a typical 
man overboard situation in heavy rain conditions  
 
Additional Maritime Scenarios may be considered based on available resources. If time and 
resources allow, additional test sequence may be conducted with the life raft insulated floor in 
place to determine what, if any, effect the metalized floor has on beacon performance (406 
MHz only, not GPS) in the life raft. 
 

#### 
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Schedule 
(Revised June 24, 2005) 

  
Schedule will be adjusted as necessary depending on how testing progresses. Starting times 
are preliminary and may be changed according to circumstances.  
 
Friday, July 8 
 
Doug and Sue Ritter arrive Bay Area  
 
Saturday, July 9 
 
0800: DR and Sue pick up Panel Van from Ryder 
 
1000: Meet West Marine Representative at West Marine, Watsonville 
 Unpack, assign and label all beacons for test phases 
 Test all shipped gear 
 Load all gear for transport 
  Doug and Sue Ritter 
  West Marine Representative (Phil Cowley) 

 ETS Volunteer (Dave Foster) 
  Other participants welcome  
 
Run logistics errands as necessary 
  
Test Fire Pump if time allows 
 
Dinner on own 
 
Sunday, July 10 
 
0800: Meet at Santa Cruz Harbor and review logistics and installation of test sets and 
equipment into RIB and Test Boat(s), test all gear and installation as necessary (may require 
brief trip out of harbor) 
 Doug and Sue Ritter 

Carl Ruhne (SV Willow) 
ETS Volunteers (Russ Tatro, Dave Foster) 
West Marine Representative(s) (Phil Cowley + TBA) 
George Lariviere 
Peter Forey 
John Feitshans 

 Other participants welcome  
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Run logistics errands as necessary 

 

After Harbor set-up completed, if time allows, drive to terrestrial test sites and review logistics 
for each. 

 

 
1830: Kick-off Dinner – All participants welcome. No host.  

Palapas Restaurant in Aptos  
 
Monday, July 11 
 
TBA before operations underway: WM rep picks up lunches 
 
0730: General Meeting – Seacliff Inn meeting room  
  Introductions 
  Administrative details and handouts 
  Sign and witness Waivers and NDAs 
  Issue Harbor Parking Permits to car pool drivers 
  Witness re-coding of ACR and McMurdo beacons 
 
0900: Logistics and RIB crew departs for Santa Cruz Lighthouse Jetty and unloads and sets 
up equipment (RIB crew to ready RIB and fire pump) 
 
0930: Depart for Santa Cruz Lighthouse Jetty and harbor  
 
10:00: Testing commences: Baseline tests 
 
Dinner on own 
 
Tuesday, July 12 
 
TBA before operations underway: WM rep picks up lunches 
 
0730: Logistics crew arrives boats and loads equipment 
 
0800: Meet at Santa Cruz Harbor, Board Boat, Safety Brief  
 
0830: Cast off lines; depart for test site offshore 
 
0930: Arrive test site and commence maritime testing 
 
1800: Depart test site for harbor 
 
1900: Arrive Dock – Dinner on own 
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Wednesday, July 13 
 
TBA before operations underway: WM rep picks up lunches 

 0730: Logistics crew arrives boats and loads equipment 
 

 
0800: Meet at Santa Cruz Harbor  
 
0830: Cast off lines; depart for test site offshore 
 
0930: Arrive test site and commence maritime testing 
 
1800: Depart test site for harbor 
 
1900: Arrive Dock – Dinner on own 
 
Thursday, July 14 
 
TBA before operations underway: WM rep picks up lunches 
 
0730: Logistics crew arrives Forest of Nisene Marks State Park test site and unloads and 
sets up equipment 
 
0800: Meet at Forest of Nisene Marks State Park test site 
 
0830: Testing commences 
 
If sufficient time remains in the afternoon to conduct Inland Alpha, drive to site above campus 
and conduct testing. 
 
Dinner on own 
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Friday, July 15 

 TBA before operations underway: WM rep picks up lunches 
 

 
0730: Logistics crew arrives Forest of Nisene Marks State Park test site and unloads and 
sets up equipment 
 
0800: Meet at Forest of Nisene Marks State Park test site 
 
0830: Testing commences 
 
If sufficient time remains in the afternoon to conduct Inland Alpha, drive to site above campus 
and conduct testing. 
 
1900: Wrap-up Dinner – All participants welcome. No host.  

Crows Nest Restaurant in Santa Cruz  
 
Saturday, July 16 
 
0800: Meet at West Marine, Watsonville 
 Unload van and pack all gear for shipping. 
 Doug and Sue Ritter 
 ETS volunteer (Dave Foster) 
 West Marine Representative (Phil Cowley) 
 
1500: Doug and Sue Depart Watsonville 
 
1700: Latest drop off of van at Ryder 
 
TBA: Doug and Sue depart Bay Area 
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Introduction 
 

 

The Equipped To Survive Foundation (ETSF) Beacon Evaluation 2005 was conducted in the 
Santa Cruz area of California over a 5 day period between 11-15 July.   The purpose of the 
trials was primarily to assess the GPS capability of 406 MHz beacons under adverse GPS 
reception conditions.   During that time 24 McMurdo beacons (9 Precision EPIRBs and 15 
Fastfind Plus PLBs) were tested.   All of the beacons tested, operated and transmitted a 
distress alert, however a few incidental problems were discovered during the testing with a 
couple of beacons.   These beacons were subsequently returned to McMurdo for 
investigation.   This report summarizes the results of McMurdo’s findings on these beacons. 
 
Beacons Investigated 
 
Four problems were found during the trials, these are listed below: 
 
1) One Fastfind Plus PLB would not program during the initial beacon recoding exercise 
before the trials began. 
 
2) One Fastfind Plus PLB was found to have a flat battery during the initial beacon 
recoding exercise before the trials began. 
 
3) During the sea trials one Precision EPIRB took longer than expected to start 
transmitting once it was placed in the sea. 
 
4) During the inspection of the beacons prior to the trials commencing two Fastfind plus 
PLBs were observed to have small cracks in the upper part of the case near the lanyard 
retention / battery retaining point. 
 
Fastfind Plus PLB Programming Problem 
 
Beacon Original Hex ID: 2DD6D8C1BF81FE0 
Beacon Original Serial Number: 106883 
Beacon Unit Number: 530-2733 
Beacon Trials ID: 111614 
 
During the recoding exercise before the start of the trials it was discovered that this beacon 
could not be re-programmed.   It was withdrawn from the trials and replaced with another 
beacon that was recoded correctly and this beacon was returned to McMurdo for fault 
investigation.   Recoding of the beacons is necessary to ensure that they only transmit a 
“test” message rather than a “distress” message to the rescue authorities so that the trials 
beacons are not treated as real distress alerts. 
 
This beacon was upgraded in the USA during 2004, as part of the upgrade process the 
beacon would have been reprogrammed over the infra-red (IR) link, thus we know that the 
link was working when the beacon was upgraded.   This fact is evident as the beacon did 
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contain a valid Hex ID when read with a message reader during the recoding exercise.   Thus 
the initial conclusion must be that something happened to the infra-red link circuitry after the 
upgrade. 

 It should be noted that this beacon was a fully functional PLB and if used in an 
emergency would have activated and transmitted a 406 MHz signal to the satellites. 

 

 
The beacon was returned to McMurdo’s Portsmouth UK facility and opened up for 
investigation to try and determine the cause of the programming problem.   A close 
examination of the printed circuit board inside the PLB revealed a dry solder joint on one of 
the connections between the PCB and the membrane which connects to the LEDs and 
switches on the front face of the PLB.   Further investigation indicated that this dry joint was 
in fact on pin 3 of the membrane which is the Anode connection for the IR LED.   A 
photograph of the dry joint is shown below. 
 
  

 
  
 
The joint was reflowed and the beacon programming function rechecked.   The beacon then 
programmed successfully. 
 
As part of the upgrade programme for the PLB it is necessary to remove the PCB from the 
PLB and in order to do this it is necessary to unsolder the membrane lead.   Following the 
upgrade the membrane lead is re-soldered in place by hand and the beacon is reassembled 
and then tested including programming of the beacon over the IR link.   It can be concluded 
that during this work this joint was poorly made.   Obviously the connection was initially intact 
as the beacon was re-programmed, but at some later time, probably due to flexing of the 
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membrane during transportation, the joint became intermittent, thus resulting in the 
subsequent failure to programme. 

 
McMurdo has subsequently checked its records and visually inspected a random sample of 
other upgraded beacons and has not discovered any other instances of poor soldering quality 
on the membrane pins. 

 

 
Our conclusion therefore is that this is a one off isolated incident due to human error during 
the upgrade process.   As previously stated this problem would not have resulted in failure of 
the beacon to transmit a distress alert in an emergency.   McMurdo has modified its internal 
process instructions and inspection procedures as a result of this finding to increase 
awareness of this problem and take extra care in this process in future.   It has also advised 
its partner in the USA upgrading the beacons to implement the same tightened controls. 
 
Finally it should be noted that this was also one of the PLBs that was seen to have a small 
crack in the upper surface of the plastic.   This problem has been investigated separately and 
details of this investigation can be found further on in this report. 
 
Fastfind Plus PLB Flat Battery Issue 
 
Beacon Original Hex ID: 2DD6D8823F81FE0 
Beacon Original Serial Number: 110852 
Beacon Unit Number: 530-3552 
Beacon Trials ID: 111602 
Beacon Trials Hex ID: 2DDED9F93F81FE0 
 
During the recoding exercise before the start of the trials, when all of the beacons initially 
underwent a “self test” this beacon failed to provide any indication, either pass or fail.   It was 
considered likely that this lack of any indication, not even a self test failure light was most 
probably due to some problem with the battery / power supply to the PLB. 
 
Although obviously not desirable, a consumer following McMurdo’s operating 
instructions would have found this problem before taking the PLB into the field with 
them by carrying out a self test.   Battery terminal voltage is one of the parameters 
measured as part of the internal self test routine within the PLB and a self test failure would 
be indicated well in advance of the battery getting into the apparently discharged state that 
this battery appears to be in. 
 
It was decided to remove the battery pack from the PLB and to check the voltage on the 
terminals of the battery pack using a digital voltmeter.   This indicated that there was no 
voltage present on the battery terminals.   It was then decided to fit a spare battery pack 
(supplied by McMurdo) to the PLB in question to see if this fixed the problem.   The beacon 
was again self tested and this time passed the self test.   The beacon was subsequently re-
programmed and tested again and as it still passed, it was decided to leave this beacon in 
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the trials.   It should be noted that this beacon subsequently performed satisfactorily during 
the Inland Scenario Delta trial. 

 
Finally it should be stated that there was no evidence that the PLB had previously been 
activated prior to the trials that might explain the flat battery. 

 

 
The battery pack was then returned to McMurdo’s facility in Portsmouth UK for investigation.   
Firstly, the open terminal voltage was measured using a DMM.   This gave a reading of 
+7.03V, compared to an example fresh battery (+11.97V), which is very low.   Secondly, a 
modest load of 36 Ohms was connected across the battery terminals in order that the on load 
voltage of the battery could be determined.   This was designed to draw in the region of 
200mA (normal current draw for a PLB when transmitting a 406 signal is in excess of 1.5A 
peak).   However, the voltage collapsed to less than +0.02V, indicating a complete loss of 
charge in the battery. 
 
Next the battery casing was opened to check the wiring and battery orientation, just in case a 
manufacturing error had caused infant mortality.   The photograph below shows the top cover 
removed, revealing the date of manufacture and the replacement date for the battery pack. 
 

 
 
The next photograph shows a close-up of the battery cells after the heatshrink wrapping had 
been removed.   All of the cells appeared to be polarised correctly and all linkages and spot 
welds between the cells appeared to be sound. 
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Further examination of the internals of the pack indicated that all wires were in place and all 
joints were correctly made.   There was no evidence of leakage from the battery or swelling of 
the cells in the battery or any other defect with the cells.   Measurement of the individual cell 
voltages did not indicate that any one cell or a few cells were any more discharged than the 
rest of the cells. 
 
The conclusion this leads one to make is that somehow the battery pack has been 
discharged during a previous period of use, storage, or inadvertent operation or that there is 
a fault within the battery pack or the PLB itself that caused the battery to self discharge. 
 
Investigations then moved onto the PLB that had been supplied attached to this battery pack.   
The current consumption of the PLB was measured in both the “off” state and the “on” state.   
In the “off” state there was no discernable current drain, not even micro-amps.   In the “on” 
state the PLB drew normal amounts of current.   The PLB was then opened up to see if 
anything that could cause something like an intermittent short circuit within the PLB was 
present.   No evidence of solder splashes, foreign debris or other contamination could be 
seen within the PLB. 
 
It has thus been concluded that there was nothing wrong with the PLB that could have 
caused the battery to self discharge. 
 
Not knowing the history of this beacon and its storage conditions and possible handling prior 
to the trial it is not possible to determine how the battery pack came to be flat.   Has this 
battery pack always been fitted to this PLB or has it at some time in the past inadvertently 
been switched.   Has the unit been stored for long periods at elevated temperatures, which 
greatly reduces battery capacity, is there an internal fault within one or more of the cells 
within the pack. 
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In conclusion then, there would not appear to be any obvious fault with either the PLB or the 
Battery Pack that would explain why the battery is discharged (flat).   McMurdo has checked 
its records and can find no evidence of this problem ever having occurred previously.   The 
cells within the battery have been returned to the manufacturer for investigation, however a 
report back is not expected for sometime and it is considered unlikely at this time that this will 
reveal any additional facts or information.   It is suggested that we try and track the history of 
this beacon to see if this might provide any indication of how the battery could have got into 
this condition. 
 
Precision EPIRB Slow Activation Problem 
 
Beacon Original Hex ID: 2DD43979BF81FE0 
Beacon Original Serial Number: 0029427 
Beacon Unit Number: 33-2986 
Beacon Trials ID: 0029607 
Beacon Trials Hex ID: 2DDE39D3BF81FE0 
 
This EPIRB was used in the Maritime Scenario Charlie tests at sea (EPIRB floating in sea 
sprayed with simulated rainfall).   The EPIRB was self-tested successfully, prior to the 
commencement of the trial.   It was then dropped into the Pacific Ocean off Santa Cruz.   
The EPIRB then seemed to fail to properly activate in the water, with the first 406 MHz burst 
not arriving until nearly 12 minutes after deployment.   During this time the flashing strobe 
operated erratically, operating for say 20 seconds at a time.   To the observer, it looked as if 
the beacon was constantly being reset.   However, once the first burst had been successfully 
transmitted the EPIRB behaved normally. 
 
This delay in the start up of the EPIRB transmissions is unusual, McMurdo’s Precision 
EPIRBs normally start transmitting 2 minutes after the sea water contacts are immersed.   
However the beacon did activate and send out a distress message and thus would 
have sent an alert had this been a real emergency. 
 
The EPIRB was returned to McMurdo’s facilities in Portsmouth UK for further investigation.   
Initial suspicion centred on the battery, since some EPIRB batteries have been known to 
suffer passivation after prolonged storage periods.   However, two facts count against this 
theory being the cause of the problem.   Firstly the EPIRB in question was quite new and 
thus there had not been enough time to build up a large passivation layer.   Secondly and 
perhaps more importantly is the fact that the battery chemistry used in the Precision EPIRB 
– Lithium Manganese-Dioxide (LMNO2) - is not susceptible to passivation due to its lack of 
chromium.   As LMNO2 cells are heavier than other battery technologies that do exhibit 
passivation characteristics the weight of the battery pack was checked to determine that the 
correct battery was fitted.   The battery weighed 360g approx., which indicates that it is the 
correct type.   To make an assessment on the health of the battery, a measurement was 
made of the voltage drop at the battery terminals during a 406 MHz transmission.   It was 
anticipated that a weak or passivated battery would show a large voltage drop as soon as 
any significant current was drawn from it due to the higher internal resistance of the battery.   
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The following oscilloscope screen shot shows that the drop was only about 0.8V, which is 
acceptable.   The ambient temperature during this test was set to +8°C. 
 

 

 
 
The EPIRB was then temperature cycled from ambient to +2°C, to -20°C, back to +2°C, then 
to +55°C, testing activation at each temperature point using both the manual switch and the 
sea contacts (using a low-resistance test lead).   This cycle was repeated once more, but at 
no point did the EPIRB fail to activate. 
 
The sea contacts were then tested at ambient using variable resistances in order to 
determine the resistance at which point the EPIRB would fail to activate.   This test was then 
repeated on other Precision EPIRBs for comparison purposes.   The ETSF EPIRB was 
found to operate at the same resistance as all the other EPIRBs.   Thus no fault could be 
found with the operation of the sea switch or the battery. 
 
The EPIRB was then floated in a tank of still salt water along with 3 other sample EPIRBs, all 
of the EPIRBs activated almost immediately.   This test was repeated with the water being 
slightly agitated and all the EPIRBs activated instantly.   The EPIRB was then held under a 
running tap of normal fresh drinking water and it again activated instantly.   In all three tests 
when the EPIRBs were removed from the water they ceased activation as expected.   Finally 
some contamination (in this case grease) was introduced onto the seawater switch contacts 
and again the EPIRB was placed in the tank of salt water, this time it failed to activate. 
 
The sea water switch contacts on the EPIRB had previously been examined when the unit 
was first received back at the factory and no obvious signs of contamination were evident at 
that time.   The sea water contacts on the EPIRB and the battery inside the EPIRB both 
appeared to operate normally and no problems were found with the EPIRB.   It can only be 
surmised that somehow a low level of contamination (a very fine film of grease maybe) got 
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onto one or both of the sea water switch contacts of this EPIRB before the trial and this 
caused the delayed activation seen during the trial.   It is further surmised that the 
intermittent activation seen during the first 10 minutes was due to this film creating a 
resistance between the sea water switch contacts close to the switching point of this circuit 
and that movement of the EPIRB in the sea was then sufficient to break through this barrier 
after 10 minutes which thus then activated the EPIRB. 
 
Fastfind Plus PLB s with small Cracks in Upper Case 
 
Beacon Original Hex ID: 2DD6D8C1BF81FE0 
Beacon Original Serial Number: 106883 
Beacon Unit Number: 530-2733 
Beacon Trials ID: 111614 
 
Beacon Original Hex ID: 2DD6D8E6BF81FE0 
Beacon Original Serial Number: 111053 
Beacon Unit Number: 530-2687 
Beacon Trials ID: 111603 
Beacon Trials Hex ID: 2DDED9F9BF81FE0 
 
While examining the beacons for use on the trials ETSF discovered two of the 15 Fastfind 
Plus PLBs that they had showed evidence of a small crack in the upper surface of the plastic 
body near the lanyard retainer / battery retaining screw.   One of these units (Trials ID 
111614) was returned to McMurdo’s facilities in Portsmouth UK for further investigation. 
 
The small very fine crack is in the upper surface of the PLB body above the boss in the 
plastic that is used to retain the battery pack, between the two fine indentations in the upper 
surface of the plastic, see photograph below.  
 

 
 
The following photograph shows the internal features of the boss. 
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It is not clear how the plastic came to be cracked on these two units in this area, but the 
assumption is that it is due to over tightening of the battery retaining screw in the insert that 
goes into this boss.   McMurdo set limits for the torque on this screw and provides details 
both in its assembly process and in its battery replacement instructions to consumers about 
the correct torque to apply to this screw.   Copies of both of these documents have already 
been forwarded to ETSF. 
 
On the cracked unit investigated there was no evidence of excessive over tightening of the 
plastic.   There was no damage to the boss or plastic internally, neither was the insert 
stripped or loose in the plastic boss.   In fact there was nothing to indicate how the crack 
occurred at all. 
 
McMurdo has subsequently inspected a total of 373 PLBs and has not found a single 
occurrence of a crack in the top case plastic. 
 
On the assumption that the cracks were caused by over tightening McMurdo ran an 
extensive evaluation programme to subject cases to varying levels of stress in an attempt to 
replicate this problem.   Details of these trials are summarized below. 
 
The recommended torque level for this screw is 25 cNm.   A number of PLBs we subjected to 
excessive torques to ascertain any resultant possible failure mode. 
 
Firstly a unit was selected at random and was subjected to massive over tightening (screw 
done up as tight as possible by hand).   This resulted in the central collar of the boss being 
crushed, but no evidence of cracking was found.   Note subsequent investigation has 
determined that it is possible to apply a torque of around 100 -110 cNm by hand to this 
screw, in order to obtain torques higher than this it is necessary to use mechanical assistance 
e.g. a pneumatic torque driver or similar. 
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The next trial involved over tightening 3 units using a pneumatic driver to 50 cNm (*2 
recommended torque) and 3 more units to 70 cNm (*3 recommended torque).   Two of these 
units were then placed in an oven at +55C for 17 hours, while two were placed in a freezer at 
-20C for 17 hours and the final two units were left at ambient temperature.   After the 17 
hours the freezer/oven pairs were immediately swapped to induce a thermal shock.   After a 
further period of 5 hours at temperature extremes the units were returned to ambient 
temperature and examined.   Visual inspection showed no visible external cracking.   The 
torques on two of these units were then increased using the pneumatic driver until the inserts 
in the upper cases stripped.   This occurred at torques of between 120 cNm and 150 cNm, 
some 5 times greater than the recommended torque for this part.   These units were then 
stripped down and examined, both units showed signs of deformation of the internal boss 
(not evident in the returned unit) but neither showed signs of cracking. 
 
Of the remaining 4 units the torque settings on the 2 units that were originally set to 70 cNm 
were increased to 100 cNm.   These 4 units were then subjected to the following further 
temperature cycling, Freezer (-20C) for 24 hours, Oven (+55C) for 24 hours, Freezer (-20C) 
for 3 hours and finally the Oven (+55 C) again for 68 hours.   On completion, an external 
visual inspection of both units showed no cracks.   On disassembly the 2 units torqued to 50 
cNm showed no evidence of mechanical damage or cracking, however as expected the 2 
units torqued to 100 cNm had a crushed central pillar.   One of these units showed no signs 
of cracking but the other had a crack in the boss, but on the inner side away from the area 
where the problem occurred on the ETSF unit.   This crack was totally internal to the PLB 
case and would not have presented a water leak path. 
 
A further 10 units were then put together half of them without the “battery block” which acts 
as a spacer between the PLB case and the battery pack, in case this was a contributory 
factor and all were hand torqued to 100 cNm.   Some of these units were then left for several 
days to see if long term over tightening had any effect, other were subjected to various 
mechanical tests including drops onto concrete from 2 metres, light crushing in a vice to 
simulate someone standing on a PLB and combinations of these conditions.   In most cases 
deformation of the central collar around the boss was observed and on one of these units an 
internal crack in the plastic of the boss was observed, similar to that described above, but 
there was no evidence of external cracking as seen in the ETSF trials units. 
 
In conclusion then McMurdo were unable to replicate the failure mode exhibited by the 2 
Fastfind Plus PLBs from the ETSF trials.   Examination of a total of 373 PLBs showed no 
further units with this problem.   Further it has been show that this screw can be over 
tightened by a factor of 2 or 3 times and no damage occurs to the PLB.   However if the 
battery retaining screw is over tightened by 4 or more times (which is as tight as it is possible 
to do up this screw by hand) then some deformation of the plastic does occur and 
occasionally it is possible to promote an internal crack in the boss in the plastic.   But this 
remains inside the watertight seal area of the PLB and does not represent a risk.   McMurdo’s 
conclusion is thus that the design of the PLB is fit for purpose and even if the screw is over 
tightened well beyond McMurdo’s recommended torque settings this does not lead to a crack 
appearing in the outer case of the PLB.   At this time we are unable to explain how the cracks 
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came about in the 2 ETSF PLBs and we would recommend that it is worthwhile trying to back 
track the history of these PLBs to see if there is anything unusual about them, particularly in 
terms of any rough handling, dropping or adverse storage conditions.   McMurdo has 
instigated an extra inspection process to check for any future evidence of this problem and if 
further faulty units are found further investigations will be carried out. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Four incidental problems were found with McMurdo beacons during the ETSF trials, in all but 
one case these issues were not directly related to purpose of the trials.   These issues have 
all been thoroughly investigated and the conclusions found are summarized below: 
 
1) One Fastfind Plus PLB would not program during the initial beacon recoding exercise 
before the trials began. 
 
Investigations indicated that this was due to a dry joint on pin 3 of the membrane which is the 
Anode connection for the IR programming LED.   McMurdo believes that this was a one off 
isolated incident due to human error during the upgrade process.   This problem would not 
have resulted in failure of the beacon to transmit a distress alert in an emergency.   McMurdo 
has modified its internal process instructions and inspection procedures as a result of this 
finding to increase awareness of this problem and take extra care in this process in future.   It 
has also advised its partner in the USA upgrading the beacons to implement the same 
tightened controls.   All beacons are tested prior to leaving the facility to ensure they contain 
a valid distress message. 
 
2) One Fastfind Plus PLB was found to have a flat battery during the initial beacon 
recoding exercise before the trials began. 
 
Investigations have shown that there was nothing wrong with the PLB or the Battery Pack 
that would explain why the battery was discharged (flat).   McMurdo has checked its records 
and can find no evidence of this problem ever having occurred previously.   The cells within 
the battery have been returned to the manufacturer for investigation, however a report back is 
not expected for sometime and it is considered unlikely at this time that this will reveal any 
additional facts or information.   It is suggested that we try and track the history of this beacon 
to see if this might provide any indication of how the battery could have got into this condition.   
Self testing the beacon prior to going on a trip would have shown up this problem and 
allowed the user to obtain a replacement unit. 
 
3) During the sea trials one Precision EPIRB took longer than expected to start 
transmitting once it was placed in the sea. 
 
Investigation of this EPIRB could not find any fault with the unit.   The sea water contacts on 
the EPIRB and the battery inside the EPIRB both operated normally and no problems were 
found with the EPIRB.   It can only be surmised that somehow a low level of contamination 
(a very fine film of grease maybe) got onto one or both of the sea water switch contacts of 
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this EPIRB before the trial and this caused the delayed activation seen during the trial.   The 
sea water switch contacts on the EPIRB were examined when the unit was first received 
back at the factory but no obvious signs of contamination were evident.   It is further 
surmised that the intermittent activation seen during the first 10 minutes was due to this film 
and that movement of the EPIRB in the sea was then sufficient to break through this barrier 
after 10 minutes which thus then activated the EPIRB.   Although there was a slight delay 
the beacon did work as intended and would have sent a distress alert in a real emergency. 
 
4) During the inspection of the beacons prior to the trials commencing two Fastfind Plus 
PLBs were observed to have small cracks in the upper part of the case near the lanyard 
retention / battery retaining point. 
 
McMurdo have been unable to replicate the failure mode exhibited by the 2 Fastfind Plus 
PLBs from the ETSF trials and at this time do not have an explanation for them.   Subsequent 
examination of a total of 373 PLBs showed no further units with this problem.   It has been 
demonstrated that the battery retention screw can be over tightened by a factor of 2 or 3 
times and no damage occurs to the PLB.   McMurdo provides guidance on tightening this 
screw both to consumers and internally within its production processes.   McMurdo’s 
conclusion is thus that the design of the PLB is fit for purpose and even if the screw is over 
tightened well beyond McMurdo’s recommended torque settings this does not lead to a crack 
appearing in the outer case of the PLB.   At this time we are unable to explain how the cracks 
came about in the 2 ETSF PLBs and we would recommend that it is worthwhile trying to back 
track the history of these PLBs to see if there is anything unusual about them, particularly in 
terms of any rough handling, dropping or adverse storage conditions.   McMurdo has 
instigated an extra inspection process to check for any future evidence of this problem and if 
further faulty units are found further investigations will be carried out. 
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Report of Independent Observer to Testing 
 

of EPIRB’s / PLB’s regarding Acquisition of GPS Generated Location 
 Carried out by the Equipped To Survive Foundation, at Santa Cruz, CA 

During the period July 12th-15th 2005 
 

- C O N F I D E N T I A L -
 

This report must be restricted in circulation under the 
“Non-Disclosure” agreement as per the actual testing. 

 
As a result of a direct invitation from Doug Ritter, Chairman and Executive Director of the Equipped To 
Survive Foundation, I attended independent testing of various EPIRB’s and PLB’s manufactured by both ACR 
and McMurdo. 
 
The tests were carried out at various locations, both afloat and ashore in the Santa Cruz area of California during 
the week July 11th-15th, 2005 and I was in attendance the 12th through the 15th. My attendance was solely in the 
role of ‘independent observer’, not in any way as a participant. (It transpired that due to unforeseen 
circumstances I was asked, by Doug Ritter, to operate certain test equipment during some on-the-water testing.) 
The fact of my actions did not in any way influence either the tests or my impartiality. 
 
It was taken as accepted that the various units transmitted both the 406 and 121.5 signals within acceptable 
standards. The purpose of these tests was to examine the acquisition of a GPS derived position under a number 
of ‘real life’ scenarios. It is, however, quite proper for information regarding the 406 and 121.5 transmissions, 
necessarily gained during the testing, to be included in the final report. This is not a technical report and does 
not seek to provide either technical information or the results or conclusions of any tests carried out. It is to 
comment on the manner of testing and of any resulting interim press release or final report. 
 
During my attendance at the testing, I spoke with all those participating and sought their opinions on the manner 
of the tests. Both manufacturers were (reasonably) happy but expressed some dissatisfaction over minor points. 
It is my opinion that the testing was as fair and even handed as was practicable under the circumstances. Both 
companies had small parts of the various test protocols ‘expanded’ to allow for programming (and alterations) 
within their particular units. 
 
None of the unit ‘types’ provided by either manufacturer operated “perfectly” under all of the test conditions. 
Whilst this was expected in some circumstances, there were a couple of ‘surprising’ results, both good and bad. 
It is important that these results be reported, without fanciful explanations. These tests were intended to mimic 
‘real life’ situations and the results are, therefore, indicative of those that can be reasonably expected by an end 
user.  
 
There was an array of test equipment, some computer based, some involving hand held PDA units and some 
involving remote operators collecting data via NOAA. The information will be collated for the final report and 
should negate any anomalies that may present themselves. 
 
The PDA equipment, which appeared to be from a common source, was being used by McMurdo as well as by 
the Equipped To Survive Foundation and should supply the same data to everybody involved. The Equipped to 
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Survive Foundation also used two separate receivers connected to two computers. This redundancy of test 
equipment was intended to provide additional data for cross-checking certain test parameters. The reliability and 
continuity of the data collected was below that we had hoped for, but the redundancy of the test equipment 
should ensure all tests have adequate data. This was not due to fault on the part of anybody, but yet another 
‘real-life situation. Care should, however, be taken when interpreting the results provided by this equipment and 
incorporating the information into any press release or final report. 
 
Since the testing has been completed, the identity of one of the ‘test beacons’ has come into question. It is not 
my place to comment regarding this at present. However, if the off-the-shelf units obtained for the tests had been 
incorrectly labeled or packaged, this would warrant inclusion and comment in any final report as the same could 
happen to an end user / consumer. This would in itself be a serious safety related matter. I await with great 
interest the final outcome of this puzzling incident.  
 
The content, emphasis and wording of the final report are of great interest to both the industry and end user. The 
original report, from which these latest tests evolved, caused a great deal of confusion amongst end users who 
were presented with what they perceived as a beacon with a fundamental and dangerous fault. What the report 
actually identified was a problem with one of the ancillary functions of a particular unit and a flaw in the overall 
system that allowed it to happen. I think it important that this report leave as little room for complaint or miss-
use / interpretation as possible.  
 
There is an open opportunity for the Equipped to Survive Foundation to take its place on the world stage, not 
just within the US, as a leader in consumer advocacy in the survival and safety equipment field. Impartiality in 
the extreme will help ensure this happens to the benefit of both the manufacturers and the various end users. It is 
my opinion that the testing was as fair and impartial as was possible 
 
Such independent testing should be encouraged and supported. The end reports should be clear, concise and 
easily understood by all. 
 

   Signed       Dated 
 
 
 
   Captain Eric Knott  AFRIN, CNI. 

Director of Training / Commercial and Agency Sales                 July 28th 2005 
 
 
 
Circulation; 
 
    Doug Ritter  Equipped to Survive Foundation 
    Kevin Robertson McMurdo 
    Bill Cox  ACR 
    Captain Henry Marx Landfall Navigation 
       (Dealer for both ACR / McMurdo, 
       supplied independent observer) 
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Appendix 6 - McMurdo Battery Installation Instructions 
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Battery installation instructions provided by McMurdo to consumers who sent in their Fastfind 
Plus PLBs for upgrade. Batteries were removed by the owner prior to return, to ease 
complication and expense that would occur due to HAZMAT shipping regulations if the 
Lithium battery were still attached. The consumer had to reinstall the battery upon receipt of 
the upgraded beacon.  Salient text:  4. Fit the screw to retain the battery pack and tighten 
until hand tight, then turn the screw one 360° additional turn. 
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Battery installation instructions provided by McMurdo to dealers who sent in their Fastfind 
Plus PLB in stock for upgrade. Batteries were removed by the dealer prior to return, to ease 
complication and expense that would occur due to HAZMAT shipping regulations if the 
Lithium battery were still attached. The dealer had to reinstall the battery upon receipt of the 
upgraded beacon. Salient text: Fit the screw, and tighten it securely to the torque shown. 
Do not over-tighten (1 turn from contact is sufficient). 
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Appendix 7 - McMurdo Review of Draft Report & ETS Foundation 
Response 
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ETS Foundation Response to Issues Raised 
by 

McMurdo's Draft Report Review 

 (Pursuant to the agreements with the manufacturers, the manufacturers have received a preview of the draft 
report and were invited to offer a response including comments and corrections, if desired. Equipped To Survive 
Foundation was not obligated to either respond or to edit the report as a result of any comments or corrections, 
but agreed to publish any such response in the report.) 

 

 
Item 1:  For purposes of clarifying your position, we have edited this to read as requested. 
 
Item 2:  Corrected, thank you. 
 
Item 3:  We believe that this situation is appropriately explained in the full report. We have 
added a footnote to the Summary table directing readers to that portion of the full report for 
further explanation.  
 
With regards ACR's quoted comments in their response to the failure of their beacon to 
acquire during the Marine Scenario Foxtrot test, that is no more subject to a comment in the 
report than any other of the many efforts by both manufacturers to promote their products at 
every opportunity. With regards this test, from our data, as illustrated in the full report, this 
beacon didn't receive an equal opportunity to acquire and that is the only conclusion that we 
can make from the facts at hand. Readers will make their own conclusions from the results, 
of course. The inclusion of your comments in the full report will offer you the opportunity to 
make your counterpoint.  
 
Item 4:  We agree that this bears further inquiry and have added a recommendation to this 
effect.  
 
Item 5:  After full and due consideration, we have concluded that your explanation and 
support for your position is not conclusive and we must leave this as is. We believe that the 
Fastfind Plus' performance speaks for itself, but with regards to the test itself we cannot make 
any other factual determination or conclusion. Your alternative point of view has been added 
to the body of report with reference to your review of the draft report for additional supporting 
information.  
 
Item 6:  We can confirm that the table is correct and that it was the standard ACR AquaFix 
(PLB-200) that took 15:58 to transmit a location. This is consistent for both our manually 
recorded data and the computer collected data.  
 
We are unable to identify the beacon ID provided. We have only 15 digit hex IDs and serial 
numbers and the ID number you reference obviously doesn't match up to either of those. 
 
Item 7:  Corrected, thank you. 
 
Item 8:  Corrected, thank you. The location error was a typo and has been corrected. 
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Item 9:  We have edited this Conclusion in an attempt to clear up any confusion, as we think 
the point we are trying to make is still valid. 

 Item 10:  We have edited this Conclusion to address your clarification, thank you. We do not 
believe that Recommendation 2 requires any change. 
 
Item 11:  We have edited this Recommendation to address your clarification, thank you. 

 

 
#### 
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Appendix 8 - ACR Review of Draft Report & ETS Foundation Response 
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ETS Foundation Response to Issues Raised 
by 

ACR's Draft Report Review 

 (Pursuant to the agreements with the manufacturers, the manufacturers have received a preview of the draft 
report and were invited to offer a response including comments and corrections, if desired. Equipped To Survive 
Foundation was not obligated to either respond or to edit the report as a result of any comments or corrections, 
but agreed to publish any such response in the report.) 

 

 
Item 1:  Corrected, thank you. 
 
Item 2:  The reasons for this are explained in the text of the report and readers curious have 
that available to them. Unfortunately, when dealing with the real world, sometimes things 
don't work as desired. In this case, a review of the GPS information recorded shows that we 
would be comparing apples and oranges. Someday we'll have access to a GPS simulator 
where we have absolute control. The only fair thing under the circumstances was to say that 
the results were inconclusive. 
 
Item 3:  An explanation for this is included in the text of the report and we have edited it to 
clarify that this was limited only to those few maritime scenarios where the beacon was likely 
to be immersed. We recognize that ideally selection would be entirely random, however we 
believe that our selection means ensured that the primary purpose of the test, to evaluate the 
GPS capability of the beacons, would not be defeated by unrelated issues and that it was still 
a fair selection process that did not adversely affect the results. 
 
Item 4:  After full and due consideration, we have concluded that we must leave this as is 
and your alternative explanation has been added to the body of report. 
 
Item 5:  This is presented identically to the previous report. No time delta is provided since it 
does not provide useful information as we do cannot definitively correlate that in a manner 
that relates to GPS receiver performance, just an overall time since initial acquisition which 
may not be relevant to any useful purpose absent additional information. Our primary interest 
was whether or not the beacon updated its location when moved, that is all. 
 
Item 6:  We do not agree that we "pan" external GPS features. In fact we say it is an added 
benefit. However, we have edited this Conclusion to add a note regarding marine and 
aviation specific installations where this may be a particular benefit. 
 
Item 7:  We have edited this Conclusion to address your clarification, thank you. 
 
Item 8:  We respectfully disagree with your opinion. Note that we do not advocate eliminating 
the strobe, which we believe to be a significant advantage in many survival scenarios. We 
feel that a survivor being able to manually terminate the strobe is a viable OPTION and 
believe it would provide a benefit to survivors when used in these particular situations. As 
COSPAS-SARSAT has taken notice, these beacons are not necessarily used as intended 
and in some cases cannot be so used. A bright strobe running in an enclosed space could 
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have adverse consequences for survivors with no benefit to them. Lacking that capability, we 
recommend a small roll of duct tape as part of any mariner's selection of survival gear, which 
can be used to cover the strobe, among many uses. 

 Item 9:  We have edited this Recommendation to address your clarification, thank you. 
 

 
Item 10:  While we agree there were collectively an unusual number of peculiar problems, we 
believe that the explanations provided in McMurdo's report do not indicate a generic or 
specific problem, nor could we identify such problems ourselves. Some of the beacons were 
from customers in the field and we have no way of ascertaining definitively whether or not 
they were abused. Nor did it negatively impact the primary purpose of the testing in any 
meaningful way. As such we do not believe we can draw any specific conclusions from this 
and to do so would be irresponsible. Readers will draw their own conclusions, of course. We 
did not ignore this issue in our conclusions and recommendations, rather we conclude that 
this experience does emphasize the need for owners of all beacons to inspect and test their 
beacons and ensure they are not obviously damaged or non-functioning prior to relying upon 
them and so recommend that to readers of the report. 
 
Item 11:  We agree it would potentially useful to present this information for all the beacons 
tested, along with the considerable explanative information necessary for a lay person to 
make some intelligent judgment regarding it. However, the Foundation has very limited 
resources and they must be spent to give us the best return. We did perform analysis of the 
GPS data when we felt it would clearly help to determine if a beacon that did not perform well 
was given a fair shake. This was done on all beacon failures to acquire and was noted in the 
report when it was an issue. All the data will be supplied to the manufacturers who have the 
resources to make good use of it in analyzing their beacons' performance. 
 
 

#### 
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